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I M TOLD TO BE
A WHOLE PERSON,

BUT NEVER FIGHT,
BUILD, OR
ENVISION - '

ONLY TO
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about ourselves
SOLIDARITY is a libertarian
communist organisation
comprising autonomous groups
and individuals. The pol-
itical basis of membership
is general agreement with
our ‘As we See It‘ and ‘As
we Don't See It‘ publica-
tions. Members are expected
to contribute financially
to the organisation and to
actively propogate Solidarity
politics in the class strug-
gle.
Our organisation is open and
democratic and members have
full scope to express dif-
fering ideas within the
agreed political basis of
membership.
The editing and production
of the magazine is rotated
between different, geo-
graphically separated groups
in line with this approach
and in an effort to share
skills and develope the
strength of the organisation
as a whole.

whilst our members actively

not to impose ourselves as‘
leaders but to assist in

We do accept articles written
by sympathetic non-members
and writers of long letters
are asked to consider writ-

PBRSONS UNKNOWN

The trial of six anarchists
on ‘conspiracy’ charges con-
tinues amidst a seemingly

ing articles instead. Letters deliberate media blackout.
should generally be kept They still require assistance
short and precise, otherwise financial and otherwise.
they are likely to be edited.
Articles and letters not

The London support group
have produced an excellant

published in one edition are booklet outlining both the
passed on to the group pro-
ducing the next edition, so

personal traumas involved
and the political signifi-

even if your contribution is cance of the case,(price
not published in the end, it approximately 50p).
will receive a wide circu-
lation within the group.

NOTE: while the contents of
O

write to: ‘Persons Unknown‘
c/o Box 123, 182 Upper St,
London, N1.

this magazine generally re-
flect the politics of the Appeal
group, articles signed by _ I fr t b 1_ th
individuals don't necessarily n an e for “O rea 159 e
represent the views of all age old ideal of socialism -

I I I:memberS_ the abolition 0. money,
Solidarity is urging you to
send your money to us so thatNEW PAMPHLBTS

THE KRONSTADT UPRISING we een finenee mere Pemphlete
BY IDA MBTT, with an intro- and Supplemental
duction by Murray Bogkchin, Please send all donations to
Solidarity(London) £1.00. the Seliderity Treasurer.
THE WORKERS OPPOSITION

intervene’ i“diVidua11Y a"d BY ALEXANDRA KOLLANTAI. John Cowan, (BR)
C°11ectiVe1Y’ in areas of The anti-bureaucratic 17 Cheviot Crescent,
the ¢1a5s struggle ranging fr"struggle inside the Bolshevik Fintry, Dundee,
sexual liberation to strikes Party 1919_192O_ 5¢ot1and_
and occupations, our aim 1S So1idarity(London) 75p_

’ T "- 7%’ -SLSLUT K.clarifying political issues  OL“'DARITYFOR DOC" " R“! I3‘
and strengthening the self- Back issues are available for 25: eat“ tr £1.“E for
reliance and independence
of our fellow workers. fie
recognise that we also have
much to learn in this pro-
cess.
If you have read ‘As we
Donfit See It‘, generally
agree with the politics
outlined there and are inter-
ested in joining Solidarity,
then write to the Secretary
c/o Manchester group, for
further details. I
PUBLICATION POLIEX

Acceptance of articles and
letters depends on a variety
of factors including their
length (they could be too
long or too short in re-
lation to the subject they
are attempting to cover),
clearness of expression,
topicallity, recent cover-
age in other editions of the
magazine and so on.
we try to avoid publishing
articles full of unnecessary
jargon; although this con-
sideration is sometimes
ignored where we consider
that it contains important
ideas. A
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The Mitiattriaation of the Proletariat;

U S
O-(micro-ttipslz The _inits o. Permissable

Discussionzficlyta.
Betrayal of Ideals KRAFT: Red Therapy;
Genetic Manipulation: Contraceptive
Abuse.

Economic Crisis? Sexual Revolution
Betrayed: Ford Spain.
Civil Service Exposed: Jonestown -
Suicide For Socialisml we Have ways!
State of Emergency - Ghana; Culture in
Politics - Iran; Reminiscences of a
Chinese Commune.
Torness - Keeping it Clean; In search of
Ruling Class; Manifesto for Radical
Diplomats.
Chrysler - Australia; Youth in China;
The Tender Trap; Beyond the Fragments.

write, enclosing a cheque or PO to London or Manchester
Groups
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editorial
CAPITALISM & THE STATE
We do not doubt that the
Tories are genuine in their
intention to de-nationalise
certain parts of British
industry as part of their'
attack on public expenditure.
we are witnessing the first
throes of a government
dressed in the garb of a
fanatical free enterprise
ideology. In their attacks
on public expenditure and
the socitl wage, they are
continuing along a path
already established by the
Labour Party in office, but
some of their proposed
measures are intended to
sustain the fervour of their
supporters, as much as to
provide financial savings.
Now, in opposition, the
Labour Left and its various
hangers on in the ‘Communist‘
Party and trotskyist groups
will be feverishly trying
to re-establish the radical
credentials of their policies
for ‘nationalisation plus
workers control‘.
It is therefore important to
realise that the Tories
proposals represent the
desperation of a section of
the ruling class in decline
and that despite their
attacks on nationalisation,
there is no question of there
being any historic reversal
in the trend towards in-
creasing state involvement
in the economy and society
in general, towards what we
describe as state capitalism.
It is therefore an opportune
moment to carefully re-state
our understanding of the
basic nature of capitalism
and the world-wide trend
towards state capitalism.
The two major motor forces
of capitalism are competi-
tion between units of
capital and the class
struggle between workers and
capitalists.
The class struggle has been
an important influence in
the growth of state inter-
vention in economic and
social life, since the in-T
creasingly social nature of
working class demands have
obliged an otherwise divided
and disparate ruling class
to provide some kind of
unified response. The only
instrument through which
they could achieve this has
been the state. The growth

of the so-called welfare
state has been an outcome of
this struggle - on the one
hand by workers seeking to
achieve higher standards of
health and security and on
the other hand by capitalists
attempting to channel and
control working class dis-
content.
However, in the absense of
the class struggle elimin-
ating competition, workers
are forced to operate, as
are the capitalists, within
a tight framework. In effect,
the economy within capitalism
has attained a relative
autonomy.
Competition between‘units of
capital whether they are
companies, nation states,
economic blocks or even
workers co-ops, obliges those
controlling the units to
continually attempt to in-
crease the exploitation of
their workers, to increase
the rate and volume of sur-
plus value produced. Since
there are both physical and
social limits to an absolute
increase in exploitation,
this is normally achieved
by raising productivity,
through increasing the
volume of fixed to variable
capital, eg. machinery to
labour. This involves a
relatively smaller and
smaller workforce, produc- 1
ing a larger and larger
volume of commodities. Since
it is only labour which
actually adds value in the
course of production this
trend requires constant
checks if it is not to be
destructive of the whole
economic order.
The need in a competitive
economy to ‘keep ahead‘ has
obliged employers to gather
ever larger volumes of
capital under their control.
In many cases only the state
has been big enough and
powerful enough to undertake
this task. As the units have
become larger the problems
of internal control have be-'
come greater. we have then
seen in both private compan-
ies and nationalised indus-
tries, the growth of vast
hierarchical organisations
with powerful bureaucracies
at their head.
whilst the priorities of
competition still determine:
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the overall objectives of
th6$€lJnitS, the previously
sharp effects of competition
within the units are now
blunted by a mediating
bureaucracy. Thus with many
companies ‘under one roof‘,
so to speak, it may be that
only one (usually the market-
ing company) actually oper-
ates directly at a profit.
It is still clear in most
private companies, how each
section contributes to the
final profit, but in the
heavily bureaucratised state
capitalist nations of eastern
Europe, especially in Russia,
the lines of cause and effect
have become accentuated to
such an extent, that the
motivations of quite large
economic groups seem far re-
moved from those of competi-
tive capitalism.
Clearly these countries have
not abolished capitalism.
The primary relationship of
wage-labour and capital is
retained, along with pro-
duction for sale on the home

1

CONTINUED on PAGE 4
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_p e the
constitution of the ruling
class and in the decision
making machinery» The
autonomy of the capitalist
economy has been substanti-
ally restricted and other
problems inherent in capit-
alism (such as the need to
encourage worker participa-
tion, without conceding A
real social control) have
become more acute. y
The traditional economic
problems of competitive
capitalism are still power-
ful influences on the lives
of the worlds workers. The q
basic economic process all-
ready referred to - the
need to continually increase
exploitation, to accumulate
larger and larger volumes
of capital at an accelerating

Urate on an ever expanding

unstable. The dominant power
have of course learnt a
great deal since the 30's
slump and have much more
economic control than ever

market, is inherently %

before. But we still see r
them firstly exporting their
own economic problems to
weaker economies (by expell-
ing immigrants for instance)
and then jumping back in wit?
economic aid when one or
more of those economies look
likely to collapse and i
threaten the whole system.
There is a very real danger
of a major economic collapse
on a world scale, even if it
isn't actually inevitable.
The growth of bureaucracy
and state control world wide
may have enabled the ruling
class to ameliorate the
effects of the crisis, but
they are a long way from the
sort of positive (if ine-
ficient) economic planning
which only a totally g
bureaucratised world economy
could guarantee. 1
It is clear then, that the ’
twin dangers of bureaucratic,
slavery and capitalist 1
competition can only be
avoided through the complete.
abolition of commodity pro-
duction, wage-labour and ;
the state, and the insti-
tution.of generalised self- ’
management. ya

SOLI'DARITY(mncnsssrsa )

INTRODUCTION

The following article con-
tains a certain amount of
informed speculation. we are
publishing it as an intro-
duction to the subject of the
open meeting at the next
Solidarity conference, to be
held in Oxford around the

nd of January/beginning of
February. The title of the
eeting is ‘The Labour Left,
odern Capitalism and the

libertarian Communist
lternative.‘ Eds.
iq I I i i — my i I

The IRA threats to poli-
tigigng dfififig thE l5St
General Election, helped the
two main parties present_
their campaigns as a media
spectacle, more than ever
before. Television was the
principal presenter of the
message, which was,
‘parliamentary democracy
offers you a real choice‘.
Vetting of audiences in
halls reduced heckling and
dissent. The acolytes could
acclaim and the cameras
could present the politic-
ians unhindered and un-
challenged. Radio was also
neutral in observing the
rules of the two party

in the main supporting the
Tories, gave the Labour

their policies, and plenty
of favourable comment. why

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3  h
consumer, and world markets, :
supplemented by a thriving Z
black market. But at the » h L b P ,
same time a fairly major * t e a
shift has taken lac in i

manage us), and a peep at
the lunatic fringe. An in-
crease in the deposit next
time will eliminate the
poorer among them.
The state, through the post
office, enshrined the parlia-
mentary system by distribut-
ing all addresses to the
electorate in a standard
non-distinguishing ‘election
communication‘ envelope,(no
need for the Party faithful
to slog round doors) For

to open
matched

the outside. By next elect-
ion Party HQ's "ay “ave
installed leaflet filding
and envelope fillie; machines
Not only does it extcse e
irrelevance of tti_ "eth d
of putting accross tee
‘message’; it brin"" -"t
focus the fact that a
powerful political :a-_
does not need a ver -a:-
constituency members"-:
(‘Militant‘ and ot :- : -ris
trotskyists please *:te

those who bothered
them, the contents

More fundamentallj -t s_;-
2gests that a so-cl er

'right‘ or ‘moderate
J.Labour Party migt- ':: -t

alone‘, when the co :-t- ts
system, while the newspapers, are favourable, deso re tr

trot‘ and ‘left’ verbiage
about the neccessity ror

Party full news coverage of grass roots constituencv
involvement.
What are the lon termnot, when both parties stand f g

for different ways of doing Iciiri which might pr?'_
the same thing. On a sliding ‘:lp1ta,§ a.mOVe tOwar€°_:
scale we were shown the Over oclal Defocfit-~Labour Party, which leaxes

the trot‘s with a ‘narxo-:
Labour Party corpse”

5-! I up - \.¢

Liberals, glimpses of
‘alternatives',(how the
‘communists’ and HR? would
 I

I HATED HIM, BINDING HIM
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The first possible allies party members plotting in‘ programme, in the face of all
could again be the financ- dark, dingy constituency the economic difficulties
iers and large manufacturers rooms. and political hostility, is
fleeing from Thatchers to be-a Labour Party, streng-But the right and centre of‘radical’ economics. Those ~ thened firstly by mass
people who know that capital-She Pirgz eennet.§£eee§l1 ‘recruitment, and then elect-
accumulates more reliably cgigiitu Sc Yerfilngit h “ed on a mandate which offers
when concentrated in fewer en Y .w en es some form of workers ‘parti-already lost its ‘ideologicalprivate hands, and when the n t.t , .t t. cipation'.
state intervenes to help ee S 1 ueney _ 1 S re lonalefor existence _to Benn the Benn is offering ‘leftists’manage and control markets. . ’ , . .(For exam le the concentratedkeeper of the 'ideals' and inside and outside the Party,P , _capitél required for Opening the conscience‘ of the Partgiisgeagegéfigizzargpggsgigg-
up China and the ‘communist‘
bloc has to be unhindered
by the vagaries and uncer-
tainties of Thatchers little
entrepreneurs and the un-
reliability of Keith Josephs
‘free‘ market forces.)
Then there is the Trade
Union bureaucracy. For them
the way to the corridors of
power has always been through
a Labour Party with a social
democratic intent. Placate
class confrontation for a
slice of the cake and a seat
at the table. with control
of their members dues and
the returns from their in-
vestments; (and perhaps on
salaries of £40,000 a year
which the Confedration of
British Industry thinks
they should get to keep
their members in place),
they would continue to
Take 9°°d Lab°uF earty #11" bility as last winters events
195- TheY are un1lke1Y to showed. Benn, like Callaghan,

\\
‘\‘\

/Qg

=I!!g=,_.
In the short term the re-y
election of a Labour Govern-
ment is the next step. It
must remain to he seen as
the sensible, responsible
representative of ‘labour‘,
to be the buffer and safety-
valve against class cpn-
frontation. It is in great
danger of losing this credi-

back a marxist non-runner, knows thi5_(wHe is a man
5i"¢e it will 1°59 them with a lot of right ideas
their beer and sandwiches which the Labour Party needs
at Downing Street. to listen to.", said the
Finally 'in Europe there are moderate Callaghan to the
other powerful allies to be right-wing Shirley Williams,
gained by a Labour Party not on her TV chat show on the
hamstrung by marxists and 5th or 6th November.)The
nationalisation enthusiasts. Bennites are well aware that
Most of the politicians their bid for power can only
manag ing the movement of be attempted within the
capital are social demo- auspices of the Labour Party
cratic in inclination if not So they cannot risk a split.
always in name. So a Labour without its respectable
Party inside a powerful front they are impotent, and
European social democratic will compromise to ensure
amalgam would have no need that they are not dumped
of the motley marxist bands. with the trots.
Combined with some form of Essentially ‘Bennism‘ is a
PF°P°”ti°"a1 representetien’ state capitalist programme
likely to emerge when voting for the re eneration of the.- . . g
ifienehgsetlg 5ta“da’?t§ed British economy by increased

‘Q99 flu urepeé we input of government directedcan ida es electe on a . . .. . finance. (Capitalism for the
netlenel or large regional Bennites is not in a condit-slate as against a constit-. ion of terminal illness.)
§a“?{.§"§' this would f But given the power of the
eel % e e moves ewey rem EEC to direct capital thisconstituency accountability Seems a n0n_starter Britain

and ease the election of a '
group of national MPs who is See? es t“? power baset 1 t 1. d for this ‘socialist‘ strategywt .°°“hF° efeen redege tger Y hence the anti-EEC, pro-mac ine inance y- e . . .
aforementioned individuals 2;l€i?:_$:;g3$?é;Stwfiggfice
and perhaps the EEC none of ’
whom are remotely cencerned Should Pe expeetee to beideologically ‘international-with resolution-mongering -ist, The muscle for this

’ism‘: The bait looks like
being attractive. His re-
cruiting sergeants will be
‘left‘ union officials,
‘broad front‘ Communists,
SWP opportunists, 'critical‘
trotskyists, marxist
academics, confused liber-
tarians, a gamut of ‘left‘
labourists, christian social-
ists, concerned liberal-
democrats and'one issue'
radicals. ’ i

F
These people will offer the 1
Labour shilling at the next 5
election. Meanwhilethe act- L
ion will start now with i
campaigns aimed at popular- 1
ising the Labour Party; Q
with uncritical ‘Fight “
against Cuts‘ and ‘Oppo-
sition to Redundancies‘ ‘
without a clear perspective T
on the 'usefulness‘ of work *
with the coming of the microi
chip. workerism and statist y
politics will be the order f
of the day.
Full-blown nationalisation
would be electoral suicide
at present, as well as
economically naive so a
deal has to be made within ‘
the Labour Party, since it ;
is the horse on which they 3
want to ride to power. what 1
Benn would like to offer is i
the integration of the loweri
levels of the ‘labour move- 1
ment‘ bureaucracy (Trade
Union branches, shop stew-
ards committees and combines;
which have ossified) into T
the management structure of 3
incustry and the economy, as‘
the‘true‘ representatives of:
the working class. Trying to‘
bring these ‘grass roots‘
elements into the Labour
Party ‘decision making‘ pro-
cesses and then attempting
to cross fertilise them with
the academic, professional
quasi-marxist elite in the
Party, which aspires to
power, is what the argument
in the Labour Party is about.
Forget about democratic
postures - who picks the
leaders - who writes the
manifesto - what goes into
it. Under the guise of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
"power to the party rank-
and-file", the left leader-
ship is manoeuvring for
power for itself. Neither
the ‘right’ or the ‘left‘
are interested in direct
democracy or immediate
accountability of elected
representatives or workers
management. The Bennites
want to show that they have
both the farsightedness and
the 'bottle' to make the
Labour Party the coherent
managers of bureaucratic
capitalism.
The scenario emerging is of
a ‘workers party‘ in power,
managing its 'supporters'
(the working class). The

of power by left labourism part of the integration.
would be through their
mana ement of the labour This is Simply a C?ntinuati°n
forcg in a partnership with Oi igcial iemoqiatlc policies
‘free’ monopoly capital and g e pas ’ ll this dif'. . . Previously thestate monopoly capital, with Legegcep t . t. . d d ththe decisive element, govern-u§ignrh.ar Y in :0 gfie e. .0 _ ierarc y s e rep-*;*:2§ Séiiiiliiefii tzzzolog of top ' tne corridors of power. Benn'Industry,Technology and
Democracy‘ IWC pamphlet by
Tony Benn). Their dowry is
intended to be a work force
delivered into the hands of
the state bureaucracy.
Management courses for shop
stewards, workers in board-
rooms and on disciplinary
committees, union officials
policing the shop floor and
office, the exploitation of

is saying that the lower
ranks of union activists, are
the ‘real’ representatives.
What we are witnessing
through Benn is not just the,. . 2, . . . .‘ identificationideolocicll
of the workforce with the
ruling class, but an attempt
at a 'structural‘integration
as well. Right and Left in
the Labour Party need each
other A united tart" '- ' 1 ' 1 ‘d ' ' - A‘ - ;; ts
Tories - but to reduce classthe labour and union move- emerges from shop stewards - . ‘- S’ ..

0 Q 0 w 1 \-.i- \-Ament, since their ‘interests'(Lucas Aerospace) and the are §g2ki2gnt;gekfi=gS$:z:tlVe
are genuinely represented in setting up of worker— . "“T' T.§
the Party. The exercising

ECOLOGY AND ANABCHISM No 5. 15p+
post FROM BOX 1000, RISING FREE,
1s2 UPPER STREET, LONDON N1.
Ecology and Anarchism is well wor
th reading for its discussion on
how we can effectively take
action against nuclear power. The
paper has three really good artic
les on the anti-nuclear movement.
Two articles draw out the lessons
from the May occupation at the
Torness reactor site and critic-
ally analyze the Torness Alliance,
the other examines the violence/
non violence controversy. There's
also two more general articles,
one arguing that the ' ecological
movement‘ is of central importanee
and the other outlining a A
‘strategy for social revolution‘.
I thought these last 2 were a bit
simplistic - though their aim of
putting our anti-nuke activities-
in a wider perspective is import-
ant,

Ecology and Anarchsim argues that
the state cannot be persuaded to
stop developing nuclear power:
the anti nuclear movement must
go beyond ' symbolic‘ protest and
take actions which directly
prevent the construction of
nuclear facilities, This was
achieved briefly at Torness in
May when hundreds of us occupied
the machinery compound and.
damaged the earth moving equip?
ment. One article describes how
exhilarating it was to defy both
the police and the Alliance leade-
rship and directly attack nuclear

management consultative
committees; would all be

power, Personally, I derived more-
inspiration and learnt more from
these few hours than from years
of regularly attending symbolic
demonstrations and protest marches

The article on violence and non-
violence was first published in
the USA and draws heavily on
experiences in the fight against
the construction of the Seabrook
nuclear power plant. Since Ecology
and Anarchism was published there
has been an.unsuccessful attempted
occupation at Seabrook. The police
attacked the2-3000 occupiers with
gas and clubs, The demonstrators,
being comitted to non-violence,
didn‘t fight back but retreated
and dispersed, despite sometimes
having had an.overwhelming
numerical superioritys

Contrast this to the events at
Whyl, West Germany in 1976,
described in Ecology and Anarchism
as follows: " 28,000 people
occupied the Whyl nuclear plant
site and they physically drove off
the police who came to arrest them
Instead of merely making a

their overt class :csti-lty.
JF(leeds}.

symbolic statement and the:
accepting arrest, they utilized
the strength of their nuzters
and collective principles t:
make an.even stronger staterett
by not accepting the state's
right to arrest them. They were
ultimately successful as the
building of the Whyl plant was
consequently cancelled by the
German Government."

As Ecology and Anarclis: says,
its futile to analyze the arti-
nukes movement unless ve‘re also
involved in practical activity,
we want to help create :::ti:ui
ng and escalating dirett action
against nuclear power, Ftt only
at Torness, tut in all
for example against rttltar
power contractors like Slr
Robert Eoalpires. Scze of as in
Solidarity are involved in anti
nuclear activity and we welcome
contact wit: other activdtists.

Wflfi

°' 1 - n an Q . I .
Y‘-3 "-'P"\ 7?" Q __F§I $1

“I1 "I V: --we ‘~7-

aterdeen address. also available
fro: aterdeet, for the price of
postage, the article ' Iorness:
keeping it clean‘ from Solidarity
no S, and a Solidarity leaflet
produced for the anti-nukes march
in Edinburgh in September;
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soiioanrrv PAGE 7

ALL LIBERATED NOW ?
ls capitalism abolishing oppression ing of ideas of ‘women's rights‘. I generally, it is the boys who are

on the grounds of sex and sexual orient- think there are two possible interpre- directed towards technical subjects
ation? Many would have us believe so. tations of this situation. while the girls are expected to do
‘There's been the Equal Pay and Sex some would ar e that the ca it__ domestic science.
Discrimination Acts. “ It's now lte gu pqu alist class and state favour ending ' For there to be significant movesaccepted for wom en to have a career. , _ discrimination against women at world towards equality between men and
and thus a de ree of 600l'101'IllC- mde -deuce And ES for a S homosexufgt because it is in the long-term lnter- women at work, there would have to

' g y ’ _ I I Y esta of the economy to do so. This be greatly improved pre-school childfor both males and females 1s n le al,Ow g would be through women being broughl care facilities. At present such faci-
and gay clubs’ bars and magazmes full into theworkforce on an e‘ al lities are bein out back rather thanabound‘. So the ar ments are ft I qu ggu o en , . . . ,t E 1 ti , h ld basls w1th men, thereby 1l'lCI‘€3.SlI1g extended.
pu ' Ven some revo u Onames O both the total workforce and the skilled
views along these lines. For example . _ I I In conditions of a booming economyt f thproper lon 0 e workforce (through the ruling class might well considera group in Leeds argue, in a discussion Women engineers welders etc ) ,
paper reprinted in Solidarity for Social -. - ’ . ’ ' the cost of real Equal Pay and impro-

ved child care facilities worth the
~ - A - h h ld b l l f ' -Revolution no. 6 (‘Anti-sexism: the W .10 Wou. e aval ab e or eI{p101t— at1on It 1s also ar ed that hi her _ _ _

benefit they would gain from havmg
more workers to exploit and from

affirmation of alienation‘) that ‘the end- ' gu . . gwages and greater ECOIIOIIIIC 1ndepen- I

boosting market demand. However,
in today's conditions of world-wide

in of o ressive sex roles in man D .-g pp _ , , _ Y dence for women would enlarge theareas of SOC13.1 life 1s a COHSCIOUS and

high unemployment and depression,
there is not much incentive for the

, , _ _ market for man oods and services.ITJ3.]OI‘ aim of modern capuzalism‘. Y g -

ruling class to end discrimination
against women in employment.

This is by no means an academic
argument. On the contrary it has
important repercussions for revolu-
tionaries' activity. If capitalism is
of itself ending sex roles oppression
then, to say the least, this need not be
such an important priority for us.

Discrimination against women in
employment is only one area of oppres-
sion caused by the sex roles attributed
to people under capitalism. The end-

_ _ , ing of this discrimination, while all
endmg 0ppI'8SSlV8 sex roles, ILhlS v .I other areas of OppI‘€SSlOI1 based on sexI

throws t_he onus onto us to end the_ roles remained untouched, would not
OppI‘€SSlO11 through our own COI1SCl0L1S at an imply that capitalism had in
activity .

But if capitalism is not of itself

Here Iwant to argue that, on the of sex or sexual orientation.
whole, capitalism is not of itself end-
ing oppressive sex roles. KIDS 'n DISHES ‘n RELATIONSHIPS

Before examining what is happen-
ing today in various areas where sex .

rolzstopgggissiolfi Otpegafies’ I Ehymlée A second interpretation is that the
nee 0 7 eren, La, e e wee? “O _ Equal Pay and Sex Discrimination Actsferent trends withln capltallsm. On __ SDA tt t b -* h t t t ,the one hand there are changes which ( ) are a emp S 3 t I S‘ a e O_ _ recuperate, through partial conces-
are wanted by, and are 1n the interests -' t'h'.h, tthlat,
of, the capitalist class and the state. sums’ amovemen VI lc a e e Scould significantly increase employers
on the o?he_r hamil thére are_ develOp_ costs and, at best, could also increase
ments w1thm C3pll23.IlSl‘Il Wl'1lCh arek_ 1 d V th _ _t_ f the general self-confidence and comba-
ta mg p ace ue to e aCtW1_1eS O tivity of the workforce. Evidence for-
workmg people, or of a sectlon of th"thtthE 1P dS D'-working people, acting in their own IS is a e qua ay an ex lscrimination Acts are not at resentinterests. While we would be suspi- . . . . p ,_ , achievmg the1r stated a1ms. Women s.
CIOUS of developments of the first ' ., average wages are Slllll only about
kind, we would support developments_ two-thirds those of men. This is
of the second kmd and would probably through Womenbemg Segregated into
be LIIVOIVGCI LII working for them . lower-paying industries and (where)

men and women work together) into I
the 1ower—paid jobs, often through
grading schemes specially designed
"to get round the Equal Pay Act.

Similarly, while the SDA forces _

As already mentioned the state in
Britain, far from expanding pre-school
child care provision (and thus easing
the burden of the mother) is on the
contrary cutting back on the provision
of nurseries, day-care centres, etc.
As far as the responsibility for child
care and domestic work within the
family goes, it is still overwhelmingly
regarded as the woman‘s res ponsibi—
lity. This is apparently as true in
state capitalist countries such as the
USSR as in the West. In the area of
personal relationships it is still
‘accepted’ that in conventional male-
female relationships the man is the
dominant partner, the person who takes
the initiative and is the chief decision-
maker. This ranges from who asks
who to dance at the disco to who is
‘head of the household‘. The oppres-
sive nature of men-women relation-
ships is still widely manifested in ex-
treme forms such as women being

EQUAL EXPLOITATION FOR
WOMEN?

In recent years. we have hadthe I
Equal Pay Act and the Sex Discrimin-
ation Act. These ‘were passed through employers to change advertising attacked b th _ a t th gh

y Sll‘ p rners, rouParliament by the capitalist Labour practices (i. e. to advertise for a I
Party, but during a period when there flraughtsman/W0man,) this doeswt street hassles, sexual assaults and

had been a considerable number of A stop informal discrimination. It rape‘
‘equal pay‘ strikes and a strengthen- doesn't alter the fact that at school, CONTINUED QN PAGE; 8

general ended oppression on the grounds
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SOLIDARITY PAGE 8

CONTINUED FROM PAGE '7‘
There is no attempt by the capi-

talist media or educational system to
try and remove these forms of opres-
sion. The set-up where child care
and domestic work are ‘a woman's
job‘ is very useful to capitalist indus-
try. Its current and future workers
are fed and generally cared for by
women's unpaid work. Capital is thus
spared the cost of having to provide
expensive child care facilities, com-
munal laundries and canteens, etc.
The oppressive nature of men-women
relationships also aids capitalism.
Divisions amongst the oppressed can
only benefit our rulers.

It is true that men probably do
take more responsibility for child care
and domestic work now than they did,
say, fifteen years ago. There is, on Among some sections of young

" . ' . . people especially the situation is more
the whole’ perhaps less mequahty m encouraging. In the fields of bothmen-women relationships. This is

. .. ‘left‘ politics and the rock music/pol-
largely due to the change In chmate itics sub-culture there is probably acaused by the growth of the Women‘sMovement’ and is Something we Should growing. realisation of the importance

of gay liberation. More gay peopleencourage.
are prepared to stand up against their

An important aspect .of sex roles oppression. This again is a change of
oppression is unsatisfying sexual attitudes and consciousness in a posi-
relationships. In this area both men tive direction. It should be encoura-
and women are oppressed. Again, this ged; it can't be dismissed as just a
is obviously something which can only sinister capitalist plot to co—opt the
be changed by women and men them- revolution by getting everyone to spend __ _ ___ __
selves; there is no way capitalism of their money on Tom Robinson Band
itself can end this oppression. I records.
O.K. To BE GAY? While it is conceivable that within Having looked at the tiiffe re-:1

BE A MAN, IF YOU CAN '

Sex roles oppress men through
conditioning them to repress their
em-sti-ans‘ and be aggressive and com-
petitive. This oppression is very
much linl-ted t:~ the maintenance of
class oppression. If men accept the
idea of being ttitigh aggressive compe-
titors in a t-:»ugi: aggressive ‘competi-
tive world. they are not very likely
to unite with other men and women to
fight against the I:ie:~ar:‘:.ical system
and its rulers T':;.1s a:.:.‘ this should
cause no surprise . fa: from develop-
ing the means o:' e::i‘.:.g t':.is form of
oppression, capi:al‘.s":.~ continues to
promote it. It do-es s:. 3':-r in-stance,
through exams. assess:-e:ts and
competitive sports at s:'::-:~I. and
through the promotictt re: race at
work.

A challenge to tltese val:-es has
developed in the last few years. This
has not come from a::.-y agezzfr of cap-
italism but through me: getting toge-
ther to discuss and try t: :-"e"::-:»:ne
this oppressive conditi:-:i:g 1: groups
such as ‘Men against Sex1sr:. t Z-"rice
again, Ithink this is a ;»:»sit".~.'e rlevel-.
opment which we shouli s";_:;~::'t and.
where appropriate, get i: tlvei Ln.

WHAT WE GONNA DO A.-.--- - - -- ‘P

capitalism there could be considerably areas of oppression caused ‘:1: :a;ital-
. . . greater acceptance of gavness than ism‘s sex roles, Iwould atzzte that inIeenosi fand am " .'s s o ic in _ _ _ _ _ , _ _
gm Y yn there is now Ibelieve that capitalism only one of these (discr*:~".'.::e:':: azainscapitalism working towards ending the _ ’ _ _ _ = f' _ ' t

r i f 1 Th . benefits from anti-gay attitudes and women in employment; is tzere at:-v
asp? :58 on Ohiag peep eé b er: ‘ therefore that those in mower are un- possibility that capitalism itself is at-i s rue, w ppears 0 ea airy _ y t _ _ ___, __flouri hm Section of the me tai _ likely to encourage people .o regard tempting to end the oppre_-.:_. And

- 5 E 9 I‘ 11*" . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . homosexuality as being as valid as even in this case it is h12':_‘€' aecataolement industry aimed at gays: gay _ 7 , _ _ _ _ t '
heterosexuality. Capitalism is bols- whether this is in fact hazn-e""‘.z. in

ham’ c1ElbS’ magazines’ porinography tered by the belief that the nuclear all the other areas - woitte:etc. This does not necessarilytlead . . . . . . . .'
to any general acceptance of homo- family is basic to our lives, that the burdened with an unfair szare :1: child

_ _ man's role is to go out and be hard care and domestic work ani :=::ressec"sexualit as e all alid t hete - t "v o ro . . . v . . . .Y qu Y and competitive in a tough world and in personal relationships. tr.-e :i;pres-sexuality. Often it merely creates aa hetto Moreover the Values and try to climb the ladder to success. i sion of gays, and the oo:=ressi'.'e con-
g g _ I While the woman may have a iob, she ditioning of men - no si-e":L'i:ant at-attitudes prevalent in these commer- . V t . '. . . “

. . must dedicate herself to bringing up tempt is being made bv an-v azencv ofcial a enter ri es are fre uentl ' ' ~ 'Opprgsgive ang Szxist In bgth Blitain the children and ‘homemaking'. The capitalism to end the oppression. In
and the USA the last tévo or three ear nuclear family also enhances the some of these areas there is opposi-
have Seen the Oppression of gays itolus consumption of the goods which capi- tion to the oppression - fret: the
Sen in e eral Wa S. In B ita. th e talism produces. To every family efforts of sections of vrori-ting people

5 V Y I‘ In 91‘ . . . . . . .. its washing machine, TV, cooker, acting in their own interests. Thesehas been the prosecution of Gay News, ,
spin dryer, etc. etc are positive developments which wecases of people being sacked for ’ ' , , ,' _ , _

. _ , , should welcome and oe involves. in.wearing gay badges at work, and a Gay relationships Qtentially . _ _
We should encourage those li1\O1\ edconsiderable number of physical‘ threaten the ‘natural’ sex roles of men to 0 Se an 0 resflvn relationshi S

attacks on gay people, especially in and women and the nuclear family set- As Egfiolutionaffes ;_e“need to makg
London. In the USA ‘Equal Rights‘ up (it is only a potential threat because the fi ht a amst O ’ reséive sex roles
legislation outlawing discrimination many gay relationshipsmimic tradi- g g . pp

one of our II‘18.]OI‘ activities. Theagainst homosexuals has beenrepealed tional heterosexual relationships in Oppression which people Suffer dué to
in several states, in the context of the their role-playing, etc.,). This makes . .

their sex, or due to their sexualactive anti-gay campaigning of right- it easier for capitalism to label homo-
orientation, is as important as thatwin rou s led b such as Anita t sexualit as somethin ‘wron ‘ or as . .Bryiri p Y an mnfoitunate mnesj, g suffered through their not having



control over society's productive
resources. The two oppressions are

subject for another article. Indepen
dent organising by women, gays and
men, and united activity by women
and men, and homosexuals and hetero-
sexuals are both important and valu-
able. Revolutionaries should not
hesitate to criticise harmful trends -
such as reformism and separatism -
in the Women's, Gay and Men's move-
ments. But we must also recognise
the need and right of people to get
together independently to discuss and
act against their particular oppres-
sions. And, perhaps most important
fighting oppressive sex roles should
not be just another 'issue' for us to
campaign on. We should try to make
it integral to how we organise politi-
cally, and to how we live our everyday
lives and relationships.

Mike V. (Aberdeen)

SOLIDARITY CONTACT LIST.
write to Solidarity c/o,
167 King Street Aberdeen,
Scotland.
LCP, 30 B1enheim'Terrace,

124 Hollis Road, Coventry.
34 Cowley Road, Oxford.
123 Lathom Road, London,
E6.
Grd Flr Flat, 8 Hector Rd,
Longsight, Manchester 13.
(temporary address)

iAPOLOGY: we apologise for
numerous typing errors in
this issue. None of us are
good typists and we have
corrected as many errors as
our patience will allow.
So1idarity(Manchester).

¢m..}.l.ty Walter Crane, political
_ contemporary of Willzlarn Morris

interlmked.

How we could and should fight F 1
oppressive sex roles could be the -
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The Myth of ao’s
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anagement

.\-‘lao Tse-tung. Marble. ;\/lacs tomb. Peking.

Anarchists and libertarians have
often spoken of libertarian
socialism as more or less
synonymous with a system of
" generalised self-management ".
(Bertolo, Solidarity etc.).[§y
‘generalised self-managment'_3§
mean the extension of self-
managed struggles against
capitalism to all areas of social
life, eventually involving a
revoluntionary rupture with the
whole of the existing social
order on a world scale. The self
managed society we seek can only
be achieved by the removal of
capitalist economic restraints
such as wage labour, comodity
production and the market. It is
important to stress this since
some concepts of self-management
in libertarian circles amounts
to little more than ‘self-manage
ed exploitation.] Eeé.

To them the self-management
model is one where there has been
" a universal socialisation of
science-conducive to the aboliti-
on of hierarchical division of
labour."( Berti.)," the overthrow

ment of an authentic relation-
ship between the real needs of
society and enterprises which
would exclude the manipulation
of needs by the latter and this
mutual authentic relationship
would be best generated and
attained in the small enterprise"
( Prandstraller), " in addition
to a libertarian system of
industrial management, the devel-
opment of a new ,'self ' in a moral"
cultural and personal sense that
stands“ in harsh contradictiion
with the hierarchical nature of
tlje factory and the broadening
of the locus for self-management
to include not just industry but
communitie and municipalities;
in addition to a new, non-hierar-
chical technology thdzwill
replace the factory as a social
and economic model and already
exists as a ‘people's technology‘
in the form of small, human-
scaled, easily comprehensible
community technologies based on
decentralised gardening, solar,
and wind-power techniques"
(Bookchin.)

of the ..*-social and technical MYTHS.
division of labour and the
socially equalitarian distribut- It has Often been Claimed that
ion of work itself under the Mao Tee-tung tried to build
maximum possible automation of Chinese society into one which
the productive processes." ‘ha-B mam 5&9-‘FUIBB similar '50
(G=u',idu¢¢i.),"¢,Q11¢¢tivg ma,]m,gg- those essential elements of the
ment by all the personnel of an self-management model cited above
enterprise, of the activities of
the enterprise itself, forward On the question of-division of
planning, execution, control etc. labour, it is said that Mao tried
preceded by the structural ‘to eliminate the three major
transformation of society" differences; the differences
Q Meister), " the re-establish- CONTI-NUED ON PAGE 1.0



cowrrnuso snow PAGES 9 To further eliminate different-
between town and country, between. ials in Chinese society, Mao Tee-
workers and peasants, and the tang and his followers pursued
separation between manual and policies to restrict "bourgeois_
mental labour. In 1958, Mao Tse- rights". Mao tried to promote an
tung organised the People's attitude of work " to each accor--
Commune movement and the principle ding to his capabilities" with-
of the people's commune was that out consideration of reward. He
agriculture was to be carried on
in the cities and industries were
to be developed in the country-
side. Later when Mao had begun
the Cultural Revolution, he made
the May Tth Directive in 1966. In
the Directive, he called upon_all
professional and occupational
units be turned into big revoluti
ionary schools involving both
agriculture and industry, cultur-
al and military activities.

In order to eliminate the separa-
tion between manual and mental
labour and to train party cadres %_C
who would not be separated from
the masses, Mao set up the May 7th
Cadre Schools to which he sent
party cadres, intellectuals,
writers, artists and other " ment
al workers " working in different
departments including educational
cultural, hygiene and scientific
research units. At the May 7th
Cadre Schools, labour education pd
would be carried out and manual _,?;°1
work,like participating in
agricultural production would be
performed. Mao also required that
writers, artists and-scientific
workers constantly go to the
countryside or the factories for
living experience.

Mao also carried out a revolution
in education. This revolution in
education is concerned with the
number of years in school, policies
teaching methods, teaching mater-
ial, the enrolment system and the
remoulding of teachers. First
there was a cut of four to five
years in schooling from primary
school through to university.
Bpoklearning became closely integ-
rated with practical production.
School education was no longer
confined to the classroom. Primary
and middle schools in town and
country established close links
with nearby factories,people's
communes and army units. They also
opened small workshops and farms
and invited workers, peasants and
armmen to serve as part—time
teachers. The universitities
also instituted a new system of
combining teaching with scientif-
ic research and productive labour;
besides building up regular links
with factories and people's
communes, they ran their own
factories and farms. Teachers
and students would go together
to a factory, farm or people's
commune to take part in collect-
ive labour for a given period in
accordance with the teaching plan.
Also a large number of workers,
peasants and soldiers became
lecturers.

sought free medicine and labour
insurance for all. He argued for
the elimination of/closing the
gap of wage differentials.
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Mao Tse-tung and Hua Kuci-fem: I‘el\.r"; .; -."IE.'Efl\_E‘

In the area of industrial manag-
ement, Mao criticised Liu Shac-
chi's counter-revolutionary
revisionist line which used the
redtape of one man management.
Es urged the adherence to the
Charter of the ahsha: Iron and
Steel Company. The Charter laid
down the " two participations,
one reform and three way alliance
to be one of the principles for
industrial organisation and man-
agement. " The two participations
refer to cadres participating in
labour and workers participating
in managment. The one reform
refers to the reformtion of all-
unreasonable rules and regulat-
ions and the three way alliance
refers to the alliance of the
working masses, leading cadres
and the technical personnel. Mao
believed that cadre participation
in labour would eliminate
bureaucratism; work participation
in management was based on tn
fact that the working masses
should be the masters of social-
ist production. Nao wanted
unreasonable rules favourable to
the protection of bourgeois
rights to be changed to become
rules advantageous to the masses.
And for the three way alliance,
in which the working masses ,
leadin; cadres and the technical
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personnel together study and
resolve all important technical
questions concerning production,
it would be favourable to the
development of a ‘people's |
technology, and the narrowing
down of the differences between
mental labour and manual labour.
Following Mao's line, Shanghai
Watch factory reported that since
the Cultural Revolution, the
workers of the factory had well
developed the idea of managing
their own affairs and practised
democracy in management,planning
and technology.

Similar to industrial management,
in the rural communes, the masses
of poor and middle peasants were
supposed to be given great say in
the running of the communes. Also
at the different levels of govern
ment, from the municipal to the
county and from the county to the
provincial level, the administra-
tive organ was the revolutionary
committees ( since the cultural
revolution ) which were made up
of party cadres, soldiers and
representatives of th revoluti
ionary masses. Through these
revoluntionary committees the
zasses were to be given the
necessary opportunity and power
to intervene in the anagement
of their nunicpalities, counties,
etc.

In the development of science
and technology, Mao laid down
policies requiring the scientif-
ic workers no longer to do
research behind closed doors.
They were supposed to go out of
their offices to integrate with
the worker-peasant-soldier
masses to develop science and
technology. The big scientific
experiment force was to be found
in both urban and rural areas
composed mainly of workers,
peasants and soldiers. People's
communes and production brigades
would have their scientific
experiment stations and groups
actively managing seed-breeding
fields, experimental and high-
yield plots etc. The workers,
peasants and soldiers were to
become scientists themselves
and were making numerous invent-
ions and innovations. It was
reported that the worker-peasant
-soldier scientists were writing
for the scientific journals which
once received the contributions
of only specialists.

Cther than a firm commitment on
mass innovation, an inherent
aspect of Mao's technology poli-
cy is a commitment to self-
reliance and small and medium
scale enterprises. Instead of
relying on imported technology,
Mao advocated a self reliance
policy in the use of technology-
the development of indigenous
techniques specifically suited to



domestic conditions. In medicine
and pharmacology for example,
medical workers have explored
the legacies of traditional
Chinese medicine and pharmac-
ology, achieving such notable
results as acupuncture and
Chinese herb medicine anaesth-
esia. More importantly, the
rejection of imported technol-
ogy which usually is capital
intensive, and the use of in-
digenous techniques under the
circumstances necessarily led
to the building of many small
and medium sized enterprises
involving great masses of
people. It was reported that
except in some remote areas,
most counties have set up their
own farm machinery plants and
repair works. Eighty percent of
China's counties have establish
ed their own cement works,
which totalled 2800 in 1975.
Small hydro-electric power
stations provided electricity
for many remote regions for
the first time. Many small iron
and steel works have sprung up.
The small enterprises have been
set up by provinces, municipal-
ities, administrative regions
and counties, and sometimes by
the people's communes and
neighbourhood communities. In
Hunan Province for example,
the people's communes and
production brigades have open-
ed many small coal pits, turn-
ing out more than 5 million
tons of coal a year which is
more than necessary for the
satisfaction of the peasants‘
needs.f2). These smll enter-
prises, making use of the
simpler production techniques
appropriate to Chinese/local
conditicns, are not only more
ecologically sound but also
in a better position to meet
local needs. It was pointed out
that the widespread building
of small enterprises had helped
to improve the gecgraphical
distribution cf industry in
China. While many of China's
industries are still found in
the big coastal cities, there
have not arisen any industrial
belts as dreadful as those
found in Japan or the West.
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In building a chinese society
in accordance with his concept-
ion Mao realised that there
must be new men and women with
a different outlook and a
different consciousness
corresponding to the new
society. So through the various
movements that he organised,
from the People's Commune
Movement (1958) to the Socialist
Education Movement (1965), from
the Great Proletarian Cultural"
Revolution (1965t@1969) to the
campaign to Restrict Bourgeois
Rights (1975). Mao tried to

revolutionize the thoughts of
the Chinese people. Mao said
and firmly believed, " Before
a brand new social system can
be built on the site of the old,
the site must be swept clean.
Invariably, remnants of old
ideas reflecting the old system
remain in people's minds fnr a
long time and they do not easily
give way". Mao in fact wanted a
fundamental change in the inner
soul of mankind so that old
thoughts, old culture, old
traditions and old habits would
be replaced by new ones. To him,
all aspects of the superstruct-
ure not corresponding to what
he considered to be a socialist
economic hase rust be reformed.
The Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution was particularly
important as a ncvement to
transform mankind and to reform
human behaviour.

REALITY.

Mao's project, sketched above,
has been considered exceedingly
libertarian ty zany. Toomany an
opponent of the capitalist
system, China under Iao was a
genuinely socialist society.
Now when the present rulers of
China have reversed ruch of the
Maoist policies - they condemn
the present rulers and policies
as revisionist and retrcgressi-
ve. What needs t: be pcinted
out, however, is that the people
of China had indi:ated that they
unequivocally rejected Hao's
way. In April l§’E, at Tienanmen,
the people likened Ia: to the
ruthless Chinese dictator, Shih
Huang-ti and on that cccasion
they called out aloud, " Gone
are the days of Euang-til "
And how the people rejoiced
when the most loyal fcllowers of
Mao, the Gang of Pcur, were
captured and elininatedi What
was wrong wifid Mac's project?
Don't the Chinese people want
a libertarian society?

%?§i1'§‘rv“

Pro-Hua demonstration in Shanghai

The rejection by the masses of
Mao, his policies and his regime
was due to the fact that reali-
ties under Maoist China meant
that the masses of peasants and
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workers were but slaves of the
state and party. The masses were
never managing their own lives.
Rather it was the state, the
party that managed. when
agriculture was carried out in
the cities and industries were
run in the countryside, it meant.
in addition to the work in the
fields or factories, the peasants
and the workers had to do extra
work in the little mines and the
little plots of land. When the
young educated were dispersed to
the countryside against their
will and the will of the peasants
not only was Mao creating
resentment against his own self,
he was also bringing clashes and
bitterness between the peasants
and the young educated. The May
7th Cadre Schools were but forced
labour camps and prisons and had
not reformed the party cadres who
continued to be extremely
bureaucratic and corrupt. The few
writers who had not been purged
and allowed to write no doubt"
went frequently to the country-
side or the factories but they
only produced unexciting mater-
ials praising the ever greatness
of Mao, his thoughts and the
Motherland. The revolution in
education meant long hours of
Mao Tse-tung thoughts in schools
and hours of work in either the
countryside andfor the factories.
Little else was learnt. To gain
adnissicn to universities, many
were orientated simply to demon-
strate their political loyalty
to Mao and the Party by being
obedient and able to recite Mao's
thoughts by heart, and more
importantly, to court the favours
of those in powerful positions.
The worker-peasant-soldier
lecturers or teachers in univer-
sities were not really people
having developed expert knowledge
through daily life and practical
experience but people picked for
their loyalty to hao. The univer-
sities and schools were not
actually run by the workers or

_. _ Q11’ . P _ _. . ‘K1.
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worker-peasants but actually
"workers" and "worker-peasants"
picked by the party under the
direction of the party. The

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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restriction of bourgeois rights
meant that the people were
expected and required to work
hard without consideration of
reward. Under Mao for years and -
years wages remained the same.
For years and years under Mao,
those who run factories simply
ignored demands for any improve-
ment in working conditions. In
the management and organisation
of factories in the " three way
alliance", the party cadres were
always the bosses controlling
all powers - their words must
always be listened to. It is
true that at times the workers
were involved in the management
of the work process- in develop-
ing ways and means to meet
targets within a shorter duratio-
n or to surpass targets. The
workers were encouraged to make
innovations and improvements in
technical areas in so far as the»
se would speed up the production
process. On the other hand, many
trained scientists under the
Maoist regime were either not
given the opportunity or were
afraid to continue scientific
studies and research ( for
fear of being condemned as
"expert and white") leading to
a tremendous wastage in human
resources which could have been
used for the development of
technology that serves the people
and is liberatory. If on the
factory floor the workers were
the slaves of the Party cadres
running the factories, in the
countryside, the party secretar-
ies of the communes were the new
landlords - they could force
peasants to work days or nights,
or days and nights. And the part-
y cadres in ruling positions in
the countryside never shied away
from using their power to secure
privileges and tread on the
peasants. Both the party bosses
in the factories and communes
tended to make their own arbitr-
ary rules and so often too they
arbitrarily persecuted individ-
uals who would not cooperate.
More often, they just received
directions from above. Needless
to say, the revoluntionary
committees were controlled by
the party. Like a giant octopus,
the party controlled everything,
the state machine, factories,
comunes etc.etc. Like a pyramid
the Party was also a hierarchical
organisation - the lower levels
were subordinate to the higher
levels. The county committees
were subordinate to the provinc-
ial committees and so on. The
self reliance policy and the
promotion of small scale enter-
prise of Mao was more a result
of necessity amd nationalistic
sentiment ( the Russians were
withdrawing their aid in 1960
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and Mao had already anticipated
it when he called for a self-
reliance policy in the use of
technology in 1958; the lack of
capital etc.) than an awareness
of the more ecologically sound
nature of intermediate
technology and small scale
enterprises. In the spring of
1957, Mao said, " We must build
up a large number of large scale
modern enterprises step by step
to form the mainstay of our
industry, without which we shall
not be able to turn our country
into a strong modern industrial
power within the coming decades
....". Granted that the self-
reliance policy and the emphasis
on small and medium sized enter-
prises have created less deter-
ioration in the environment than
many developed countries, the
practical implementation of the
self-reliance policy had meant
a refusal to learn from any new
foreign technological knowhow
which may be used to further a
process of liberation. Also,
self-reliantly, China had devel-
oped an atomic and nuclear
technology, among other things
which can hardly be called a
technology of a liberatory kind.
Finally in his effortsto create
.a new man, Mao turned his‘though—
ts into dogmas of a religion.
His followers were urged to be
like " screws" to be always
faithful to him and the party,

H6-T‘€'$ (L good one!
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to be selfless......to be willing
slaves of the state!

If one believes in all the Maoist
propoganda, then it is not
difficult to say that Mao had
built a "self-managed"society.
bearing most if not all of the
features attributed to a self
managed system listed in the
first part of this article.
Nevertheless we have presented
the realities of Maoist China
and we hope that we have demonst-
rated sufficiently that Mssist
propaganda was not to be believed
Our remaining task is to explain
why Mao in theory can sound so
libertarian at times and in
practice, he has created such
monstrosities. and such a total-
itarian regime. The most import-
ant point is that Mao was never
a libertarian althoughhis
rhetorics made him sound like one
at times. Mao was fundamentally
a Leninist-Stalinist and he was
firmly committed to the Leninist
idea of the necessity of the
leadership of a vanguard party.
The Chinese Communist party -
must always lead. Or this more
often means that he and his
faction in the party must always
lead. When Mao spoke about the
masses managing the factories or
the communes or any other social
institutions, he was speaking in
terms of such activities being
carried out under the leadership



and control of the party cadres.
Mao spoke often about the
creativity of the masses. He
constantly called for the mobili-
sation of the masses and organis-
ing mass movements. Indeed Mao
was aware of the power of the
masses -= ever since his Qonquest
of state power with the aid of 1
the peasant masses. This lesson
he held.dear to his heart since
1949 and explains why he organ-
ised the Great Leap Forward,
the People popularly known as_
the technobureaucracy, Mao did
not manage to destroy. After
his death and the downfall of
the gang of Four, China is
developing into a technobureacr-
atic system in which there is a
fusion of the party bureaucrats
and the intellectuals in manage
erial and administrative position
s into a class of technobureau-
crats.(5)

In his endeavours, Mao and his
propogandists were able to
present his policies and practic-
es in libertarian languages and‘
more than a few had been fooled.
The fact remains that Mac's goals
were not libertarian goals; his
ways were not libertarian ways.
Mao's system is not a libertarian
system. It is one where there is
a division between the leaders
( Mao, his followers and the
Party ) and the led( the masses),
a system which still has order
givers and order takers. It is
a system that inevitably arises
as a result of following the
Leninist ideology of the
vanguard party.

Lee Yu See & F. Chan.

Notes.

...; \O —-J1. Red Flag pp74-77
Peking.
2. New China's First Quarter
Century,pp24-27, Foreign Lang-
uage Press, 1975, Peking.
3. See essay " The Four Modern-
isations and the Rise of the

"Technobureauoracy"- available
from Solidarity.
THESES ON THE CHINESE REVOLUTION

by Cajo Brendei. How state capitalism
(in Bolshevik garb) came to China. The end
of the ‘Cultural Revolution‘ and the
emergence of the new class. 40p,

5 no1

Note.
Members of Manchester
Solidarity distributed
leaflets to passers-by on
the official opening day
of the China Bank in Man-
chester, which briefly
outlined Chinas relation-
ship with Britain and "
explained the opposition
movement there.
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First Worldism
or Libertarianism?
The article on Nicaragua in the
issue No 9 of the magazine»
prompted some questions in my
mind about that old source of
problems, the third world. The
writer seemed to me to have
grossly oversimplified what has
happened there, and by conclud -~
ing that basically it's all a
fight over access to the
Nicaraguan market, to have
ignored much more important
nolitical issues.

I'll take that point up later.
What first struck m was that
the article provides a good
example of the standard Solid-
arity attitude towards the third
World, and therefore a useful
starting point for questioning
the limitations of that attitude
Knowing that the reflex reaction
among some Solidarity members
to such an intention consists
of a defensive " Is this ‘rd' 9 /
worldism raising its ugly head? "
may I point out that what follow
s is not another variation on
this perennial theme, as I
trust readers will agree.

This kind of paranoia by the
way is not mere coincidence.
The Soly position is contained
in " Third - Worldism or
Socialism?" and itself is a
response to the euphoric support
offered since the 60's by much
of the left to national liber-
ation movements . ” Third-Horld-
ism or Socialism?" argues
against the idea that imperial-
ist exploitation of the 5rd
world will meet its match at the
hands of the various national
liberation movements which will
institute, or at least pave the
way for, socialism in these
backward countries.

The implication of the Soly
position is basically that
the possibility of a socialist
revolution is only to be
envisaged under the conditions
pertaining in advanced capital-
ist countries { including
‘communist’ ones). This would
seem to be due to factors such
as the relative development of
absorption into the consumer
market-of workers in these
countries bringing to the fore
questions like, " What is the
point of consuming?0r, for that
matter, working?" Third World
dookers, on the other hand,
are understood to be too busy

fighting bread-endebutter issues
to be able to appreciate such
questions.

Overall, such argument seems
fair enough. But it is a little
too black and white, it seems
to invite the blase and dismiss-
ive attitude displayed in the
piece on Nicaragua. Probably the
fault lies in using such an
unsatisfactbry concept as "Brd
Forld", thus lumping together
countries which often have more
differences than similarities.
while we can accept the improb*
ability of libertarian revolut-
ion breaking out in Gabon or
Surinam, we should at least
appreciate that the development
of capitalism.in other countries,
such as Brazil and Argentina,
has created situations that we
should keep an eye on. In such
countries, the proletariat has
a significant social and politi-
cal presence, if not always a 1
very independent one. The
Argentinian working-class,for
example, has ce rtainly influen-
ced its country's evolution, and
not only through Peronism. The
courageous refusal of Argentine
workers in the last 3 years to
be terrified into line by the
barbaric military regime is an
example of class solidarity that
ought to be better known over
here}

The massive revival of the labour
movement in Brazil since last
year provides a striking rebuttal
cf the attempts of that country's
zilitary regime to depoliticise
the working class through violent
represseion and subtle propoganda.
This is not to say that explicit-
ly libertarian ideas and practice:
were in evidence, but certainly
the soil from which they may
emerge is being formed.

Other 5rd World countries provide
examples of explicit or implicit
libertarian action, for example
the self-managed industrial and
oomunity organisations which
arose in Chile prior to the 1975
coup. " Third Worldism or
Socialism?" itself quotes
approvingly the Saigon Workers‘
Commune of 1945. And after ali,
Russia was not exactly an
advanced capitalist country in
1917. These occurrences are -

gCONTINUBD on PAGE 14
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usually isolated, short-lived and
pretty hopeless.,But that doesn't‘
remove our interest in the reason
s for their happening, and for
their ending and in their content

With these considerations in mind,
let us look again at Nicaragua.
What happened there cannot be
subsumed under the question of
access to the country's market.
The fact that a popular insurr-
ection was involved should n0t
be dismissed because it was
militarily led by the SadiniSi&S
and identified itself with them.
It would be interesting to know
how such popular involvement
came about, how it organised
-itself, what ideas it threw up,
and so on.

Moreover, the behaviour of key
foreign powers is also worthy
-of study. The US took the unusual
step of abandoning one of its
puppets whom it would previously
have defended by military inter-
vention (as indeed the article
in the last issue points out).
In fact it was thinking of
intervening, but its proposal to
do so was overwhelmingly defeated
,at the Organisation of American
states, a body which the US once
controlled. Now it no longer does
so, but still felt, at least in
this case, that any action should
be approved by that body.

In rest, the whole of as strategy
‘in Latin America and the Caribbean
is apparently changing. A decade
ago the watchword was counter-
insurgency, the preparation of
military readiness to snuff out
opposition. It is not to-be
wondered at_that during the 70s
the vast maflority of Latin
American countries were or became
vdominated by military regimes
(though to suggest, as cruder
leftists and some Latin American
ntionalists do, that this
situation was entirely engineered
by the US, is a ridiculous
distortion of reality.)

Now important changes can be seen
taking place in this continent.
The Bazilian military -are well
along the path to a return to the
barracks, the Bolivian military
having gone back tried to return
to power and were massively reject
ed by trade unions and left wing
forces. In Peru the military are
under pressure from civilian
sectors, while in Argentina, it
seems unlikely that the military
have much basis for staying in
power more than.a few years now
that the threat of 'subversion'
has been dealt with. The same
may be true in Chile. In Central
America, the US has been putting
pressure on 'liberated‘ Nicarag-
ua‘s dictatorial neighbours,
Honduras and Guatemala, to reduce
the repression before they provoke
a repeat performance, and in El
Salvador US strategy is being
carried out through a centrist
military coup. E

Switching to the left-hand corner
Cuba, though not hiding its
enthusiasm for the Sadinistas,
has remained well to the back-
ground. The most it appears to
have provided for the insurrect-
ion was technical training and
military advisors. Whereas ten
years ago, Che Guevara would
have welcomed US military inter-
vention in Nicaragua as part of
the " One, two..... many Vietnams"
policy, this time Fidel Castro
declared himself " infinitely
pleased " that this had not
happened, adding, with fraternal
concern, that it would have been
" a suicidal act for TS policy
in this hemisphere“.

Moreover, the guerrilla left in
Latin America, which flourished
in the wake of the Cuban revol-
ution, has for sometime heen_
beating a tactical retreat after
crushing defeats in Brazil,
Bolivia, Uruguay, Chile and
Argentina. Most of the left now
gives priority to political
work among the workers, to push-
ing for the restoration of libe-
ral democracy, and so on.

So, while the US and Cuba seem
to have come to some sort of
'rapprochent' and mutual desire

"to avoid confrontation, both
left and right in Latin America
seem to be working towards the
same goals, the establishment of
liberal civilian governments. _
And such moves have the blessing
of the representatives of foreign
capital, who have been the great
beneficiaries of the various
militaries' rule. They_seem to
feel that the stage has now been
reached when with a little plan-
ning effort it may be more peace-
ful and profitable to sell work-
ers food and other items of
consumption rather than knock
them on the head when they comp-
lain of being hungry. Certainly
inBrazil, and perhaps in other
countries, the more far-sighted
capitalists are already glimpsing
the possibilities to be offered y
by developing the domestic market.
(there are 12o million]
Brazilians, the majority of whom
are at present either outside or
marginal to the market - and in
the year 2000, there will be a
projected 2OO million).

Just to return briefly to
Nicaragua, we know that the new
regime will be implementing some
kind of capitalism, but at
present we don't know which.
The choice is between the state
capitalism of the marxist
Sadinistas, or the private
capitalism of the Nicaraguan
bcurgeoisie. Conflict between
these two sides has, however,
been carefully avoided so far.
The Sadinistas, who militarily
control the country, have made
great efforts to accommodate
private capitalists interests
both inside and outside Nicaragua.
Of the 5 strong ruling junta, one
is a millionaire industrialist,
one belongs to the populist group,
Los Doce, and only one is a
Sadinista. Among the rest of the
government, the minister of
economic planning is a right of
centre economist and lawyer; the
finance minister is a banker and
Christian Democrat; the industry
minister is the conservative
president of the chamber of,/ T commerce; and the aSTicu.lture

1 minister is a conservative Chrit-
so ‘A iin liemocrgt and wealthy live-
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ing in Latin izerica as a whole,
as the interests of left and right
to a certain extent converge. If
this occurs on any scale, it will
give e big izpetus to the liberta-
rian perspective as a means of
struggling against both sources
of oppression. and especially in
countries where capitalism is, as
we mentioned above, preparing the
ground for libertarian.politics
anyway.

It would be unfortunate if we let
"Third Worldism or Socialism?"
lead us into thinking that there
is little to interest us in the
third World. It is not intended to
be a statement of "First Worldiec“
even if it seems to pull us that
way, and the title of this article
should not be taken entirely seri-
ously, But certainly we could do
with a more positive attitude to
the libertarian potentialities
which are developing in the 5rd
w0I'1do
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"If we_§£e saying that we
have a bureaucratic society
and not a bureaucratic
capitalist society then we
have to locate power in a
different way"
JQ(Leeds) Solidarity N09.
My question is, how can we
ever say that we have a
bureaucratic society full
stop, especially here in
the advanced western
capitalist countries?
"Contemporary society is the
society of Bureaucratic
Capitalism. In Russia and
China and in other so called
‘socialist‘ countries, the
most extreme and the clear-
— 

est form of Bureaucratic
Capitalism is being realized.‘
Castoriadis,1976
‘The Hungarian Source‘
But even this clear state-
ment by Cardan can be mis-
leading, if bureaucratic
capitalism is not understood
in terms of the internal
dynamic of 'laisser faire'
on the one hand, and the
substitute ruling class -
the representation of the
proletariat on the other.
It was Marx himself who was
able to describe in a limited
way the dynamic by which
capital and state were
fusing together, although he
was not able to see that B
this was to become the most
permanent and basic feature

of advanced capitalism in
the West, whet Ierdan cells
"partially Bureaucratic
Capitalism"

"But the modern state which
through mercantilisc, began
to support the development
of the bourgeoisie, and
which finally became its
state at the time of laisser
faire, was to reveal later
that it was endowed with a
central power in the calcu-
lated management of the
economic process.... Marx in
Bonapartism, was able to
describe the outline of the
modern statist bureaucracy,
the fusion of capital and
state, the formation of a
national power of capital
over labour, a public force
organised for social en-
slavement, in which the
bourgeoisie renounces all
historical life which is
not its reduction to the
economic history of things..
Debord.
The development of bureau-
cratic capitalism in the
Bast was separate from that
in the western advanced
capitalist countries, the
reasons for this separation
being the socio-economic
under-development and the
representation of the prole-
tariat in the course of the
class struggle. There and
only there,,in the so-called

‘socialist’ countries may we
talk about the bureaucracy
full stoo.
“The industrialisation of the
Stalin epoch reveals the
reality behind the bureauce
racy: it is the continuation
of the power of the economy,
the salvaging of the essen-
tial of the commodity so-
ciety, namely preserving
commodity labour. It is the
proof of the independent
economy, which dominates
society to the point of re-
creating for its own ends
the class domination which is
necessary to it.... The _
totalitarian bureaucracy 1s
not ‘the last owning class
in history‘ in the sense of
Bruno Rizzi;_i§_i§_only a
substitute ruling c1ass_fOr
the commodity economy.In
effect capitalist private
property is replaced by a
simplified subproduct, one
which is less diversified,
and is concentrated into the
collective property of the
bureaucratic class. This
under—developed form Of
ruling class is also the
expression of economic
under—development...It was
the workers party organised
according to the bourgeois
model of separation which
provided the hierarchical-
statist cadre for this sup1e-
mentary edition of a ruling
C1658-" Debord.
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But suc considerations are
only positive insofar as
revolutionaries are work-
ing towards a strategy of
insurrection in a specific
geographical zone, other-
wise the attempt to pinpoin
the ruling class is a waste
of time, an academic exer-
cise. Of course it would be
very positive to know who
pulls the strings in a
pyramid of social enslave-
ment so that you can immo-
bilise the whole fucking

ABORTION WO
AND THE LEFT:
Oct 28th and after
THE UNIONS Oh Brother.

The demo in London on 28th Octo-
ber against the Corrie Bill to

thing in time of insurrection 'amend' the 1967 Abortion Act
But the Point is to be clear was impressive in its size and in
as to who the enemy is. the widespread support it receive

d from all over the country andThe task of an international from all sorts of grouns and
revolutionary movement can- . ..
not be anything else than
the total and intransigent
abolition of the historical

. I I

conditions that determine
our every day lives, namely
the total abolition of
commodity-spectacular pro-
duction, wage labour, the
state, alienation itself.
Those historical conditions
must not be separated from
the positive project, and
the positive project cannot
be fragmented into a series
of 'campaigns' without any
internal coherence, without
any perspective of general-
isation. The best way to
get the most out of the
system and also to super-
sede it, is one single

individuals. The TUC, as organis-
ers, might be expected to be ple
pleased at this; they might even,
if we didn't know the: better, be
expected to welcome the particip-
ation of large nuzbers of women
despite the abysmal record cf the
unions on the question of women‘s
rights. But the welcome was at
best qualified: a mass movement
is alright as long as it is under
control, and women are alll right
if they know their place. Hence
the interminable ' marshalling'
in Hyde Park to get everyone neat-
ly piveon-holed in their desig-
nated sections by pre—allocated
numbers - male-dominated unions
naturally at the head, the Nation-
al Abortion Campaign itself in
Section 4, women's groups as such
in Section 5. Militant women who

of those conditions and the march were predictably accused of
establishment of the oeneral- dis‘-"uP't'~i1"-5 the '11-"-'51" A35 l-1"-9 39%‘
-  i ‘.__. Ila‘? F qg‘ "_ 1'P__*_‘~:_’

ised self-management or the -e"""w ‘q¥l‘7~f"- -91---jvi
workers councils.

Needless to say that our
organisation in the here and
now must reflect the way
that the councils will be
qrganised and our rage to
live without constraints,
and it must also have the
qualities which are neces-
sary and desireable for the
intervention in the class
struggle.
Primarily the enemy is the
order of things, specific
social relations and of
course people, men and women L 6who benefit’ man’ maintain, should presume to put them iorward.

reproduce, totally identify
with those historical con-

there we are doing our best :cr
these women, and they wont even
unite behind us.

The Women§Oh Sister.1

Although there were numerous leaf-
lets detailing and denouncing the
specific provisions of the Corrie
Bill, what came over most strongi
from the women on the demo. was
their absolute rejection of the
idea that a bunch of KEs should
presume to legislate anv further
on this question. Corrie's proposal
s were slightly beside the point -_
it was simply outrageous that he

The distance women have already
_ , _ _ _ travelled in thrashing out thisditions. But the distinction issue was apparent in the p,_.edOm_

between things and people
must be made. Our revolution- inant slogan ‘Not the church, not

the state, women shall decide their
ary pifactj-Ce mflst be in” _ - fate‘, which has of course beentransigent against conditions current for years but which was
and the social roles that now spread a little further. Accord
 _repr°duCe them: and ing to the subsequent report inpeople W111 be destroyed only Freedom,(8.11."/9)» some anarchists
to the extent that they were pleasantly suprised to hearactively support their roles it ( and quickly developed in
against the Social Revolution..into 1 Bum the QhuI'Qhefl’ fuck
Dimitri: (ManCheSter)_ the state, which in turn was 4, afli _ _

taken up by the women.)

SOLIDARITY.

Since Solidarity has always
regarded abortion as a vitally
important issue, we have produc-
ed leaflets for most of the
major demonstrations about it,
and this time was no exception.
In fact, this time there were 2
one of them being a bit differ-
ent. The London Solidarity group
decided to do a factual leaflet
on the ‘menstrual extraction‘
technique of early abortion
using the Karman-type cannula
and self-locking syringe to
aspirate the contents of the
uterus.

Reference had been made in
previous leaflets to the
'minisuction' abortion technique
but in very general terms with-
out giving much idea of what was
involved either in undergoing
or administering it. with legal
abortion under attack, we thoug
ht it was particularly important
flbr women to be aware of all
possible options, and to contem-
plate them with knowledge of the
available facts. It is possible
that the leaflet might have
been modified in one or two
respects if we had known more,
but even with hindsight we feel
its production was justified.

EGHE CRITICISMS CONSIDERED.

Iany of the people who received
the leaflet reacted very favour
ably, but it has been criticised
on several points which are
worth going into further.

l. Thar it was'neither one thing
or the cther'. This was deliber-
ate. We wanted more than an un-
satisfying allusion which didn't
get anyone anywhere, and definte
ly less than a step-by-step
instruction manual. We were
addressing women who were
already interested enough to
want to read the leaflet, intend
ing to let them judge whether

wen brothers...
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their interest survived a closer
look, and suggesting some source
s for their own research.

2. That it relied much too un-
critically on Harvey karman, who
has come into conflict with
sections of the women's movement
in the 7.5 and been accused of
being and general rip-off merohar
nt. Whatever the truth of this-
and we would be interested to see
any hard evidence readers can
provide - we felt that the
particular article on which the
leaflet was based had a lot to
recommend it, especially its
demystification of the medical
profession's monopoly of'expert-
ise' and its patient-centred
attitude whose flexibility and
and sensitivity contrasted favour
ably with other medical reports.
It seemed a convenient way of
showing what could be done.

5. Medical aspects (i.e.Karman‘s
clinical practice ) open to
question. Certainly the article
presented a rosier picture than
many others on the subject, e.g.
the time of aspiration given is
very short,. and the complication
rate very low. Taking it at face
value, the differences night he
explained by the assumption that
thw work was done under near-
optimum conditions; unfortunately,
the cheerful outlook is also
compatible with a campaign to
market the instrumentation as
widely as possible. ' v case,
reading the relevant lit rature
will show many discrepancies
between accounts of the technique
by various practitioners. It must
be emphasised that there is no
substitute for experience and
systematic training.

F‘-I ...J:

\\\_

TALK RBUUT “HT If fill B0
{5?fiir1IETllIlBOUT

4. Legal position not spelt out
clearly enough. To spell it out
now: Section 5(2) Of the 1967
Abortion Act ( An Act to amend
and clarify the law relating to
termination of pregnancy by
registered medical practitioners)
states that ' For the purposes of
the law relating to abortion,
anything done with intent to
procure the miscarriage of a woman
is unlawfully done unless
authorised by Section 1 of this
Act. Section 6 defines ' the law
realting to abortion ' as Section

Section 58 and 59 of the
Offences against the Person
Act 1861, and any rule of law
relating to the procurement of
abortion. ' Sections 58 and 59
of the 1861 Offences against

SOLIDARITY PAGE 17

THE BUREAUCHACY TREMBLES

the person Act made it a felony iflworkers against the Gulagu,
f°r any “°man t° administer ledited and introduced by Viktor
to herself poison or other
noxious thing or to use an

Haynes and Olga Semyonova, Pluto
Press £1.95.

instrument or other means with y '
intent to procure her miscarr-
iage if she were H with °hi1d"' In that it allows workers in
or for any other person to do
so or to supply the means
therefore whether she were with
child or not.‘ The maximum
penalty under this Act is said
to be life imprisonment.

Thus the prosecution would not
need to prove that pregnancy
existed; but the defence claim-
ing that a procedure was used
with quite a different intent
would at least complicate the
case.

In Scotland, the 1se1 Act did
not apply, and abortion was a
common law offence, the rule
having been established that
proof of pregnancy was essential
to a conviction for attempted
abortion. As the Lane Committee
Report pointed out, the l967
Act, with Section 5(2) specify-
ing intent, can be said to have
operated restricrively in
Scotland ( ironic in view of the
calls to defend the act.)

For all of us the only legal
option is to plead our case to
two registered medical praction-
ers . Taking the matter into our
own hands we could get life.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION.

In view of the above, it is
understandable that people have
hitherto been extremely cagey
about putting anything in writing
on the subject of menstrual
extraction. Spreading information
by word of mouth has advantages
for security, but disadvantages
for informed discussion - rumour
and distortion.can.substitute
for hard facts, ehd the method is
limited to those in the know.
Small numbers of articulate,
assertive women with the right
contacts have always been able to
get the easiest, earliest and
safest abortions; if this situatio
is to change, accurate information
must be spread more widely. '

Of course the printed word is not
sacrosanct, but at least it gives
us something to go on, to argue
with, if necessary to refute point
by point. Refutations, arguments
and other reactions will be-
welcome - anonymity and confident-
iality of sources respected.
Liz W. _(London).

struggledto speak for themselves
rather than following the trad-
iitional left practice of academ-
tics and professional revolution-
aries speaking about workers as
;if they were inanimate objects,
ithis book makes a refreshing
!change. The workers in question
are those of the USSR whose com-
bativity and militancy in recent
years has sent shivers of fear
down the spines of the bureau-
cracy. Indeed far from being
the impregnable, confident mons-
lith of Western Propaganda the
Soviet ruling elite is a class
of very worried men, so fearful
of the workers over whom they
rule that they will fall head
over heels in their frantic rush
to stamp out every and any mani-
festation of independent self-
activity on the part of the wor-
king class. This fact is under-

‘lined by the fate of the workers
whose documents smuggled out to
the West in the years 1976 to

11978, make up the bulk of the
“book. Raids by the secret pol-
1ice, beatings up, interment in
iso called psychiatric hospitals,
\long terms of imprisonment and
=exile, such was the fate of these
jworking men and women whose exi-
stance has been reduced by the
bureaucracy to a miserable wage
slavery, a slavery far more ter-
rible than that experienced by
workers in the West.

How the Soviet workers have fou-
ght back against the bureaucracy
is the subject of this book, and
after reading it only the most
myopic and intransigent Leninists
will still subscribe to the ab-
surd notion that the USSR is a
"workers state" (whatever that
may be) or in anyway socialist.
For if evidence is still needed
‘to combat the mystification and
Emythology of the trad left this
tbook has more than enough of it
‘to condemntheir falsehoods for
,all eternity.
The first part of the book tells
-in their own words the story of
.3 group of Soviet workers who,
having suffered the common exp-
erience of being victimised for
complaining against bureaucratic
mismanagement, were forced to
conclude that the official Sov-
iet trade unions in no way rep-

- CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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resented their interests and
therefore resolved to form a
Free Trade Union Association of
the Soviet Working People. The
book's editors‘describe this Ass-
ociation as, "the first indepen-
dent workers organisation formed
in the Soviet Union since the
1920's." Here one must take is-
sue with them, for although they
do not actually say so one never-

Tsars, troops opened fire on
strikers marching beneath red
flags. This time, however, it
was not the Imperial guard but
the Red.Army whose bullets found
their targets and it was at the
feet of a statue of Lenin not a
Romanov that the lifeless corpses
fell. Solzhenitsyn is right when
he calls Novocherkassk a turning
point in Russian history, but
it is a turn by the workers to-
wards Socialist revolution not

ial that the wokers movement in the
West should give its support to all
those fighting for human rights in
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe?
No libertarian would deny this, but
if this struggle is to be effective
then it must be fought not only
against the Soviet bureaucrats but
also against all the exponents of
state-capitalism in the West who
will seek to use it for their own
ends.

theless_gains the impression that in the direction of the feudal past'p_L,
th which Solzhenits idolisesey subscribe to the Trotskyist _ Yn 1
article of faith that the USSR Th°Se ln the West who are 10nd
was a truel Soc of celebratin anniversariesy ialist society
until Lenin died, Trotsky was ex-
pelled from the Communist Party
and the "wicked" Stalin seized
power. The truth of the matter
is that from the time of their
coup d‘etat onwards the Bolshev-
iks constituted a bureaucratic
dictatorship over the working
class and that by l918 Lenin was
using the terroists of the Cheka
to ruthlessly crush independent
working class organisation. Even
if the book's editors know no
better Eric Heffer, who contrib-
utes a preface which, while att-
acking the Soviet bureaucracy
remains silent about the anti-
working class activities of every
Labour Government, should. His
past association with "ultra left"
groups should have taught him the
truth about Lenin and Leninism
if it taught him nothing else.

Although small in numbers (about
#00 members) the formation of the
Association marked an important
stage in the development of the So-
viet workers‘ struggle. Whereas
previously Soviet workers had nani-
fested their discontent in spon-
taneous strikes and riots they were
now beginning to set up permanent
organisations. The bureaucracy was
not*slow in recognising the signi-
ficance of this new development and
acted at once to crush the Associa-
tion before it ould gather mass
support. The Association's founder

S
(1905, 191? etc.) would do well
to add June 2, 1962 to their
list.

The book then goes on to record
three letters of protest from Sov-
iet workers who represent three of
the ideological trends which are
emerging amongst both the dissident
intellectuals and the workers - Soc
ialist, slavophil and nationalist.
The Socialist worker Nikolay Yev-
Srafov writes:
"The aim of Soviet power is to
train Soviet people to behave and
think mechanically, to organise and
stereotype their every thought so
that no one will dare cast doubt -
on the sanctity of the status quo."
Anyone who has experienced the in- '
ternal regime of a Leninist party
will know exactly what he means.
The plasterer G.A. Bogulyubv
states that for him there is no
difference between Stalinism and

LETTERS
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e Second letter has
een edited Pfiimahily
ue to lack oP space.

ANTI-SEXISM
SOLIDARITY NO's 8&9.
1i 

Dear All,

I am inspired to write by the gen
eral bad temper flying about over
the anti-sexist debate, though
other things get dragged in along
the way.

fascism while Bohdan Rebryk complains
that the non-Russian republics of
the USSR have become colonies of
Hcscow and their peoples the victims
of a vicious campaign of russific-
ation, Without doubt these workers
are simple, uneducated souls, but
they have a far clearer vision of
reality in today's Soviet Union
than those well qualified apolgists
for state-capitalism which abound
in our centres of higher education

Vladimir Klebanov, a Ukrainian minerTh8 fourth Part Of the b00k Oontains
and many of its members whose bio- the appeals of Soviet workers who

Some time ago I wrote a piece en-
titled 'Women's Liberation and
Male Sychophancy' which app-
eared in Solidarity (London). I
wrote it with as much cool as I
could muster given that a long
lasting relationship had broken
down taking part of my head with
it. I was obsessed with the con-
sequences of the general assump-
tions of the women's movement
of men because I felt that I had
myself been double bound and giv-

fen a good kicking as a result of
(them. The article, I feel, was

. . - - w +‘.e.=+:e,graphles 33:9 ggntalned 111 the bQOk h8.V8 'tl‘l€d. ‘t0 emigrate. What emerg-J'm1'~h- "fri *--~:'

found themselves railroaded into
psychiatric institutions, for accor-
ding to official Soviet ideology
the desire of workers to organise
in opposition to a state which is
"theirs" is a sympton of insanity.

The second section of this book
deals with two cases of the use of
the strike weapon by Soviet workers:
the revolt in 1962 in Novocher-
kassk against massive rises in
the prices of meat and dairy pro-
duce (always expensive and.in
short supply) and the strike at
Vyshgorod in 1969 against bad
housing conditions. At Novocher-
kassk, in scenes strangely remin-
iscent of the last days of the _

es from these appeals is that after
6O years of "communism" the Soviet
worker is no better off and in some
ways worse off than he/she was in
the days of the Tsars, at least the
Tears allowed emigration whereas
the Soviet bureaucracy is determineq
that not one of its citizens shall
escape. Only those who have frien

~;nfl-I-I-n—hi

‘But the trouble is, then as now,
that in any movement what is
generally true of the ideas with-

Fin it is not necessarily true of
(the ideas of any individual. The
uses to which the ideas are put

tare many and various and the
lpeople involved can be every-ds

in the West who can make a fuss thing from brave as lions with
and upset the plans for detente and
East-West trade are allowed to 1
leave the Soviet motherland

The final part of the book is an
appeal to workers in the French
car industry for help. As the ed-
itors point out "it is... essent-

jgenerous hearts and heads to
morally shoddy, socially vicious
and deeply unhappy. In a recent
copy of WIRES (the women's intern

‘a1 news-sheet) there were two
highly contrasting pieces. One
was a crisp analysis of trot man-

-eouvres and hypocrisies in the
womens movement which would.have



done Solidarity credit. The other
was a piece whose sense could be
summed up by this: Kill men? Why
not?‘ They Kill us.‘

So what are we going to do with
that G.W? Describe the women's
movement as anti-trot man killers?
Or vegetarian lesbians? Or carn-
ivorous heterosexuals? Or any
other position which is a logical-
ly possible combination'of exist-
ing ideas. Are we going to be.
pleased that two letters in
response to your article were _
perfect examples of the parody
you were presenting.

We should Own up, you and me, G.W.
Human beings, probably because of
the long dependance by the child
on the parents.(and in our culture
that means overwhelmingly the
mother) are left with a difficult
struggle for psychological auto-
nomy long after we are physically
capable of looking after ourselves.
All of us men grow up wounded with
our mothers in our mind trying to
go through our private cupboards
and us trying to hold then shut.
The process is not helped by the
structural miseries of the adol-
escent sexual sarket place, fro:
which it is very possible that
everybody cores out feeling a
victim. So:e sirilar ;r::ess
involving a father zother 2:1-
bination is true for wo:e:. Across
a battle scarred landscape frat-
ernisation then takes place,
truces are established, children
are born and the whole damn
thing starts off again.

But the sale struggle for psycho-
logical independence of the moth-
er, with all its guilt, its love,
its_hostility, is powerfully re-
awakened by the attacks on men by
sections of the women's movement.
Hen are the heavy father, the
rapist, the batterer, the creepy
voice down the telephone. ‘But for
men who are none of these things
paccepting guilt by association,
by possessing the equipment with
intent as it were, is a regress-
ive step to the infantile. Yet
an aggressive and hostile respon-
se furthers polarisation, increas-
es the potential for male hurtful-
ness and clenches the head tight
shut. The only possible path to
liberation is transcendence which
is by no means easy. It is'a
path that some women are after as
well as some men. WE SHOULD BE
FINDING THEM NOT DRIVING THEH-OFF-

Bl AN INDISCRIMINATE USE OF THE
TAR BRUSH.

Can I suggest therefore that we
do with the womens movement what
we have done with other areas of
politics? Use the words written
down, the magazine articles the

books and so on, locate the kinds
of debate going on and the diff-
erent factions invplved and try
and tell the truth to the best of
our ability. If condemnation or
'critique is in order let the words
they use be the basis of it. If
we wish to attack groups of prof-
essional women lobbying for tax
advantages over men, or the Soci-
ety for cutting up men, or women
from Trot or Stalinist groups
becoming union organisers or the
radical lesbian treatment of male
children let us say that is what
we are attacking not the womens
movement. If we wish to condem
_a movement as a whole as phallo-
cidal or reformist we have to
prove it first. And when some
upset and unhappy women manages
to kick us in the oedipus we
should realise that its natures
way of telling us we're not
straightlyet.

Peace and Quiet,

John Q.

‘THE TENDER TRAP‘
SOLIDARITY NO 10.

as to L:oie:te's trorosals, they- -. .- . . ..-, - _ _,=_e as :_:1_ess and _-g:at1c as
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'-‘ate »'.=."‘.I1 exclusive, we are told.
Hell, so are close friendships
-so what? What is the alter-
native to a private relationship?
Presumably a public one. And
what meaning could a public
relationship have except one in
which public interference takes
place? Such an alternative is
worthy of Khmers Bouges, not
libertarians: .Haven't wepa H _
right to a private life, and is
it not a characteristic of per-
sonal relations that they agg
private? Aren't personal rel-
ations of neccessity exclusive,
since they can only be formed
with a small number of people
at a time? Haven't we the right
to exclude certain people from
our lives - and haven't we the
duty to consider our friends‘
feelings? I don't know what
sort of society Luciente wants,
but I want one in which I have
close friends and a private life,
not just comrades and endless
political meetings»

What I find particularly repul-
sive about Luciente‘s conclus-
ions is that they constitute
an attempt to draw up a rat-
ional model for personal
relations. But relationships
have to come not fro: some idea
of what they ought to he, but
from our needs. To for: them
on the basis of an idea what
they 0 ;ht to be, whate

r\_-1"
~d‘_.,

~'r,-;w-
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V
ltary, diplomatic and economic pre-

SOLIDARITY PAGE 19

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
contrast to illusions about Viet-
namese "liberation":

"Vietnams invasion was by no means
motivated by any concern for the
sufferings of the people of Cam-
bodia. The Vietnamese have told
us that during 1975-76 they re-
patriated Cambodian_refugees to
the Pol Pot regime. tEven the most
casual observer of Cambodian affairs
would have known that this was a
certain sentence of death.
The Vietnamese concern for human
'rights violation began in 1978 as
part of Vietnam's long and meticul-
ous ideological preparation for the
Christmas invasion .
The core of the aim of this invas-
ion was the establishment of a
"special relationship" with Cam-
bodia, an aim clearly outlined at

(the Fourth Congress of the Viet-
{nemeee COmmuniSt Party of 1977. The
f"special relationship" is the Viet-
namese euphemism for the imposition
in Cambodia of a Government which
was open (as in Laos) to their mili

ydominance.
Such a relationship exists now be-
‘ween Hanoi and the puppet regime

‘lo 'r' ' IIiul heng Samrin.
Letter of R. Manne to "The Guardian"

A r- \.
.-\j+'|3|_"9)]
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13:: what of popular resistance to
tthese "leaders" whose arrogance ex-
'tends to believing in their right
‘to "punish" whole countries, who
U"lose face" if their soldiers don't
‘kill in larger quantities than they
ldie? We know just about nothing of
|any resistance, but that doesn't
lmean there isn't any. On it depends
Qwhether 198% is already here.

Stefan -
"analysis' such an idea pro-
ceeds from, is to.form them on
the basis of morality. It is
because they form their relations
on such a moral basis that those '
who try ‘multiple relationships‘
suffer such agonies. “

Socialism does not mean cudgel—
ling the emotions into line,
and there is no reason (other
than a moral reason) why one
should control jealousy any
more thah the lust Luciente
writes about. Socialism V
means creating the social con-
ditions which allow the sat-
isfaction of our needs.
Drawing up schemes of what
relationships should be like
reflects the inability to
let be and the desire always .
to interfere, to mould, to
improve and to correct. It is
the essence of authoritarianism.

Yours fraternally,

Marshall Colman
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- - volved plunder in the name of Iouth ast As|a- weeI Lenin, who rose to power on the
slogan "Turn the Imperialist War

4 into Revolutionary Civil Nari".
All play "The Internationale"

"It became known, with extreme
_ which contains the hopeful threat:

by studying Russian - now he stud- "You do not yet know
suddenness and everywhere at once, ies Chinese. Ky - the American Our bullets are for our own gen-
that Eastasia and not Eurasia was
the enemy."

puppet President of Vietnam who era1S_~
admired Hitler - complained in an

-George Orwell, "l98b" interview with the journalist

In his "1984", written in 1948,
Orwell foretold e world divided inated Indochina to contain the

Oriana Fallaci: Kissinger felt
safe in abandoning his regime
because he trusted a Soviet dom-

No wonder the small ads for Cen-
tral committee Agitprop jobs say:
"Only experienced dialecticians
need apply".

among three totalitarian States
-Oceania, Eurasia and Eastasia.
These correspond approximately And now British Colonels tell
to the West, the USSR and China.
Perpetual inconclusive warfare
in border areas serves to main-

‘ China have their first full-tain the war hysteria which
cements the power of the ruling
Party of each State. Every few
years the two-against-one line-
up of the powers changes, and
the records of the previous all-
iance rewritten. -The most obvious motives arethe

Orwell didn't do too badly. For
years after World War 2, conflict
raged (remember Korea?) between
the West and the Russia-China a
alliance. APolitician, now a
non-person, recalls of 1957:

"I remember once in Peking, Mao
and I were lying next to the I
swimming pool in our bathing
trunks, discussing the problems
of war and peace..."Listen, Com-
rade Khruschev" he said, "All
you have to do is provoke the
Americans into rilitarj action,
and I'll give you as iahy divis-
ions as you need to crush the:
-100, 200, lOOO divisions." I
tried to explain to him that one
or two missiles could turn all
the divisions in China to dust.
But he wouldn't even listen to
my arguments and obviously reg-
arded me as a coward."

("Khruschev Remembers", Andre
Deutsch 1971)

But the "comrades" fell out;
Coeahians and Eurasians were
taught to fear the yellow hordes.
Io longer, it was said, does a
pessimist prepare for the future
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USA s main enemy, China.

the Chinese troops that Russia
is the common enemy. Through
their client States, Russia and

sixties against American occup-
ation of South Vietnam, The "her-
oic guerrilla fighters against
imperialisn" are now themselves
the troops of an imperialist State
In their takeover of Indochina, as
in fact their takeover of South

scale war - for control of Indo-
china.

WHY? Vietnam, they rely not on the
0 I 5romanticised gore of guerri-

_ _ _~ 11a warfare but on the mechan-strategic calculations which flow ised gore Of soviet tanks and
from the logic of military con- artillery_
frontation. The Vietnam Govern-
ment doesn't want enemies on two
fronts (Cambodia and China) so
they invade Cambodia. But neith- '
er does the Chinese Government
want enemies on two fronts (Viet-
nam and Russia), so they invade
Vietnam. The best means of
defence is attack. One war is
fought to be in a stronger pos-
ition to fight the next war

The Vietnamese occupation is a
"liberation" of a kind for the
Cambodian peasants - a relief
from the barbaric despotism of
the military caste of the Khm8L5
Rouges. In his book "Cambodia
Year Zero", Fragncois Ponchaud
summarised the life of the sur-
vivors as "unending labour, too

' little food, wretched sanitary
conditions, terror and summary

_ _ __ __ _ _ , , executions." To restore rice
T}ffarEi?§Aaf§ECi?*3fi:E? 93:4 exports to fihahce industrialis-
§§f'l_j§'jf,j:f fjt_jf_j:_jf:t atioh, the Khzers ROug€S had
Qfi ;f‘:,:*§?:Q,':ej::'::j‘;:_ turned Iaihodia into a single
1fjv"i,l:f_:'f;§ ::f”f>f??,;f;:_ rural oohzehtratioh carp. Ponch-
f:i:_L‘f;:f“_j":;;::_f:'*f:fffj:' ill explaihs their policies by
f?;;i;?i“ff-:::;"ff;:ifIUffff*f:_ referring to doctoral theses sub-

by
marked oh Chinese rats as tart E:;l%::E xi: Eecame Rhm€r Bopge
of China. The disrutei area also l§aiE:E' :86 chairman of the
cuts across kg? ra;:- 2?; _m:;; State Presidium, Khieu Samphan,

I ‘ “ '“' ”"* '“'*' iii hi on "The conom of "embod-routes. _ ,s_% _E y_ L “a’__
ia and its problems of industrial-

. _ 1 ,__+-_v_u.
Well, ruling classes have a_wajs 's°“lqn
sent their slaves off to kill one
another to defend ecohohit. :i1i- The revolting methods of the Camb-
tary and territorial interests of oiian regime should not lead us by
this kind. But this carnage
scores one first - all States ih— CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
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A glance in light of current events
back on the protest movement in the
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The limits of Mattick’s economics

Economic law &classstrugg|e
by Ron Rothbart

INTRODUCTION TO SUPPLEMENT

Solidarity, particularly through the
publication of Paul Cardans work,
has developed a well founded and
time tested critique of economic
determinism as espoused by the
theoreticians of Social—democratic
marxism and its offshoot - Leninism.
we have also demonstrated that the
roots of this determinism can be"
traced back to the original works
of Marx and especially of Engels.
Against the determinism of official
marxism we have stressed the creat-
ive role of the working class and
the importance of socialist con-
sciousness. Against the ahistorical
and voluntarist concepts of tradi-
tional anarchism we have stressed
the importance of understanding the
specific historical terrain on which
we must work.
we have tried to understand modern
capitalism as it emmerges into the
late 20th century and NOT promote
politics which are radical only by
the standards of the 19th century.
In this process however, we have
perhaps been guilty of stepping too
far ahead in our estimation of how

Mattick’s virtue, his marxian approach, beside which Baran
and Sweezy are revealed as quasi-keynesian (1), is at the same
time his vice, or at least marks the limits of his perspective.
From Mattick’s point of view, the dynamics of capitalism can be
comprehended by an understanding of the laws of capital
accumulation. These laws ultimately lead the process of
accumulation to an impasse, to a point where profits are
insufficient for further accumulation. Far from resolving
capita]ism’s classical contradictions, state intervention is only
an admission that they persist. The contradictions reappear as a
cancerous growth of unproductive expenditures. The “mixed
economy”, no less than the market economy, has limits, limits
determined by its intemal contradictions. Sooner or later these
contradictions will become insurmountable. As a result, class
struggle may well intensify and become revolutionary in
character. The possibility of revolution hinges on the internal
contradictions of the economy.

In this sort of analysis, the working class is only “tacitly
present”; that is, its appearance as a revolutionary class is
anticipated and even implied (given other assumptions about
its subjective capacities) by the theory of collapse, but until that
point its struggle is not seen as having a qualitative impact on
the economy. The struggle over wages and working conditions
takes place within the confines of the law of value. The laws of
accumulation——specificaLly the law of the tendential fall of the
rate of profit—whjch define the dynamic of the system

rapidly capitalism has moved beyond
the realm of market competition to-
wards a totally bureaucratic economy.
We have not considered that so long
as capitalism on a world scale re-
mains a highly competitive system,
aspects of Marx's original analysis
might remain valid.
The article republished in our
supplement is from the excellent ~
first edition of ‘Red Eye‘. It does
not attempt to deal with ‘official’
marxism, but attempts to reconcile
the minority marxist current repre-
sented by Paul Mattick and the
council communist movement, with
the libertarian tradition represented
here by Paul Cerdan and 'Zerowork'
(whos views appear similar to those
expressed by John King in Solidarity
N06.)
This article will be readily acces-
sible to those readers with an
understanding of economics and
especially marxist economics. Others
will probably find it difficult to
follow, although I consider it worth
persevering with.
Mike Ballard. So1idarity(Manchester).
 

incorporate this struggle as a struggle over the rate of
exploitation, one of the variables of accumulation. The class
struggle is, as it were. submerged by the “laws of motion” of
the economy, and does not violate them.

An alternative theory which postulates class struggle as the
dynamic of capitalism was developed in the late 50's and early
60’s by Cornelius Castoriadis (A.K.A. Paul Cardan), principal
theoretician of the French group Socialisme ou Barbarie. More
recently, an American journal Zerowork, influenced by an
Italian theoretical current, has come out with an analysis of the
current crisis which bears certain similarities to Castoriadis’
approach. Also, in Britain, Glyn and Sutcliffe, in their book
British Capitalism and the Profit Squeeze, put forward a view of
the British situation in the late 60's similar to that of Castoriadis
and Zerowork. It is no accident that someone strongly
influenced by Mattick, David Yaffe, has opposed their view.
Although one could make reference to other tendencies. and
other authors, in what follows I will use Mattick as
representative of one approach and Castoriadis and Zerowork
as representative of an opposing approach. (2)

The issue of this opposition dates back at least to the 30’s
when Karl Korsch flirted with the notion — and then rejected
it(3) — that after 1850 Marx's own theory turned progressively
into a determinism which ignored class struggle. Korsch
decided it was only a matter of a change in emphasis and that
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the Marx of class struggle and the Marx of .a “contradiction
between productive forces and relations of production”
complemented each other. (4) ~

Castoriadis, however, portrayed Marx as a determinist, and
argued that Marx’s economic theories don’t hold water. I'm not
going to try to deal here in full with Castoriadis' characteriza-
tion of and arguments against Marx. Whether or not they are
valid, the motivation for Castoriadis’ anti-Marxism is impor-
tant. He aimed to oppose what is generally, or popularly,
considered to be “Marxism”—determinisrn and economic
reductionism—with a “new” theoretical starting point. The
crisis of society, he argued, is not a narrowly economic one, but
a crisis of the whole social fabric; it has to do with everything
men and women face in their everyday life. What is important,
according to Castoriadis, is not the contradictions of the
economic system -- but whatever bears upon the radical
transformation of society by the self-activity of people. “Self-
activity is the central theoretical category,” he says. A
sympathetic reading of Marx would show that in fact
self-activity and capital as its very negation, is a central
category of his work. Castoriadis however. in his unsympathetic
reading, opposes this category to the Marx of economic law.

According to Castoriadis, Marx's failure to take self-activity
into account in his economic theories has rendered them
obsolete. Contrary to Marx's expectation. the rate of exploita-
tion (also called the rate of surplus-value) had not continually
risen but instead, in the. advanced capitalist countries,
remained constant for some time. (5) What Marx hadn't
counted on. said Castoriadis, was the power of the working
class to achieve through struggle a continuous rise in wages.
Moreover, in spite of this rise, capitalism had not collapsed,
but had prospered. Through the expansion of an internal
market and conscious intervention in the economy by the state,
the system, though not free of recessions, was maintaining itself
with no. profound economic crisis; and, moreover, none could be
expected simply on the basis of insoluble contradictions of the
accumulation process. If the system were to fall into crisis, it
would be due to contradictions arising from the bureaucratiza-
tion of society, which for Castoriadis is the essential tendency
of capitalism, and from class struggle, which for Castoriadis is
the real dynamic of capitalism.

Discussing the current situation in his introduction to the
1974 edition of Modern Capitalism and Revolution, Castoriadis
saw no reason to change his viewpoint. There he argues that the
main cause of the rising rate of inflation has been the
“increasing pressure. . . of all ‘wage and salary earners’ for
highér incomes, shorter hours of work. and to an increasing
extent, changes in their conditions of work. " The international
consequences of this rise in the rate of inflation due to social
struggles, combined with other irrational factors he considers
“extrinsic to the economy” (e.g. politically motivated decisions
of a president), could result, he says, in a serious economic
crisis, but this “would not have been the outcome of those
factors which the marxist conception considers operative and
fundamental.”

At the end of 1975, the journal Zerowork came out with an
analysis of the current crisis which, like Castoriadis’, focuses on
class struggle.

From the capitalist viewpoint every crisis appears to be
the outcome of a mysterious network of economic “laws”
and relations moving and developing with ai life of its
own. . .-Our class analysis proceeds from the opposite
viewpoint, that of the working class. As a class relation,
capital is first of all a power struggle. Capital’s “flaws”
are not internal to it and nor is the crisis; they are
determined by the dynamics of working class struggle. . .

The contemporary Left sees the crisis from the point of
view of economists, that is, from the viewpoint of
capital. . . For the Left the working class could not have
brought about the crisis; it is rather an iimocent victim of
the internalcontradictions ofcapital, a subordinate element
in a contradictory whole. This is why the Left is
preoccupied with the defense of the working class. (6)

For Zerowork, Keynesianism was a capitalist strategy based on
a new relation with the working class growing out of previous
struggles. “Full employment” had been imposed on capital.
Capital’s counter-strategy consisted in recouping increasing
wages by means of inflation, expanding the internal consumer
market and instituting productivity schemes. The cycle of
struggles of the late 60’s and early 70’s, characterized by the
“refusal of work". an initiative tending to separate income
from work (in which a strategic unity of the waged and the
unwaged plays an essential role), imposes the new crisis on
capital. In effect. continually rising income claims of all sectors
of the working class combined with increased absenteeism,
“crimes against property‘ ’, high employee turnover, sabotage,
opposition to productivity schemes, etc., tend to sever income
from productivity and thus cut into capitalist profit margins.
The working class ruins the Keynesian balancing act by making
incomes rise faster than productivity. Capital responds with a
strategy of planned crisis aiming to re-enforce the tie between
income and work.

Zerowor-k’s theses bring to the fore the rate of exploitation.
They see active intervention on the part of the working class,
reducing the rate of exploitation. as the initial cause of the
current crisis. “The crisis is characterized by an unprecedented
decline in the rate of exploitation-" :7!

In Britain, where Glyn and Sutcliffe have tried to give
evidence for a similar viewpoint. their thesis has been put intov
question by David Yaffe. who interprets the evidence
differently.

Glyn and Sutcliffe's and Zere; or-E's thesis is actually
stronger than Castoriadis'. I must distinguish them before
discussing Glyn/Sutcliffe and Yaffe. Castoriadis argued in
1974 that wage pressure (as well as demands for shorter hours
and changes in working conditions was inflationary and that
hyperinflation had a clestaoiliz:'r.g e."";e:-r on the world economy.
A change in workers’ behavior during economic downturns had
resulted in a world recession. "The decisive factor here is a
secular change in the behavior of wage and salary earners who
have come to consider as grazteti m increase in their real
incomes, year in, year out . "' whatever the state of the
economy. Allowing uiiempitq-ment to rise to catastrophic levels
could do away with this expectation f.i.I‘lCl.€8d it has), but only at
the cost of creating a potentially explosive situation. There is no
talk here of wage increases cutting into profit margins. What is
important for Castoriadis is "self-activity”, the fact that
workers ceased to be'na1.'e as manipulable objects, moderating
their demands response to planned downturns. It is not
necessary for Castoria=iis' argument that wage pressure
actually resulted in increased reaf wages, only that it started an
inflationary spiral that led to internationai monetary instability,
which had deleterious effects on world trade.

Zeroworlrs argument is similar in that its main purpose is to
explore how the working class breaks out of the capitalists’
attempts to maintain it as a predictable “factor of production”
and becomes a fighting unity. What Castoriadis calls a “secular
change in behavior" Zerowork sees as the “political recompo-
sition of the working class”. Where Zerowork differs from
Castoriadis is in emphasizing income pressure other than wage
demands (welfare, shoplifting, self-reduction of transportation
fares, meat boycott, etc.), and at least implying that income
demands. combined with struggles which reduce productivity,
are the cause of the profitability crisis. In this last matter,
Zerouork resembles Glyn and Sutcliffe.

Glyn and Sutcliffe’s argument is based on statistics which
they claim show that in Britain between 1964 and 1970 profits
fell while wages rose as a share of the national income. Yaffe
attacks their use of the statistics and tries to show that in fact,
there was in this period a decline in the share of net real wages
and salaries (after tax) in national income. At the same time,
productivity increased at a faster rate than real wages after tax.
In other words, the rate of exploitation continued to rise. If this
is correct, a Glyn and Sutcliffe/Zerowork type analysis fails to
get at the source of the profitability crisis. It can't be due. to a
simple drop in the rate of exploitation, to real wages rising
faster than productivity.



For Yaffe. there’s a problem with the rate of exploitation,
but it arises from modem capitalism’s internal contradictions
rather than from workers’ militancy. Like Mattick, Yaffe sees
modern capitalism creating a demand for surplus value that it
can’t adequately supply. Since progressively more capital is
involved in state production, the total profits eamed are drawn
from a base of private capital formation which, relatively
speaking, is dwindling. In this situation, the only way to
maintain the general rate of profit is to raise the rate of
exploitation faster than before. “In order that state expenditure
can be financed out of surplus value produced in the private
sector of the economy, the rate of exploitation must be
increased faster than before to prevent an actual fall in tlie rate
ofprofit and a faster rate of inflation. ’ ’
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Yaffe’s argument is based on an understanding that
variable capital consists only of wages paid to productive
workers, i.e. those workers involved in surplus value
production. The rate of exploitation is not determined by the
general level of wages but by the ratio of the total income of
productive workers to the surplus value produced. Thus, a
general rise in wages and a continued rise in the rate of exploit-
ation are compatible if the number of productive workers
remains relatively stable or decreases while productivity makes
substantial gains. This is the theoretical basis for arguing that
the rate of exploitation has continued to rise in Britain.
However, more and more of the surplus-value produced has
been allocated to unproductive expenditures, has gone not only
into state production and social services but also finance and
commerce. In other words, the productive sphere has been
drained, or “looted,” by the unproductive spheres. Though
productivity has continued to rise, it has not risen fast enough
to produce a mass of profit sufficient to meet all the demands
made on the total surplus-value by both the productive and the
unproductive spheres. The inflationary spiral is a result of the
fact that the demand on the total mass of profit exceeds its
supply. Workers certainly have been struggling, struggling to
keep the price of their commodity, labor-power, up with other
prices, but the basic cause of the inflation is increased
unproductive expenditures, which in turn rise largely because
of government attempts to keep up the level of production, and
thus employment, in spite of chronic l stagnation due
fundamentally to the tendential fall of the rate of profit. At the
present time, British capitalists are trying to hold down wages
and restructure industry which involves laying off workers—in
order to raise productivity and thus further increase the rate of
exploitation. (8)
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For both Yaffe and Mattick, the insufficient rise in
productivity is primarily a result of and in turn a cause of
declining profitability. Since the post-war recessions did not
and could not result in classical capitalist expansion, but rather
only in an expansion in state production superimposed on real
stagnation, the investment in new plant necessary for a
sufficient rise in productivity could not take place. The lag in
productivity results fundamentally from the internal contradic-
tions of capital, has its source in the tendential fall of the rate of
profit which cannot be reversed through Keynesian policies.

It would be naive to assume that what ‘is at issue here is
simply a question of fact. Zerowork presents its analysis as a
basis for understanding working-class strategy in this period and
as a basis for revolutionary organization. It proposes and allies
itself with demands that further separate income from work or
claim income for previously unwaged labor (e.g. wages for
housework). Those influenced by Mattick’s analysis tend to
concern themselves with various working class strategies as
responses to deteriorating conditions. (9) Both focus on similar
means and forms of struggle, and both emphasize working
class autonomy. But, in relation to one another, the one
emphasizes the offensive and is more “voluntarist”, while the
other emphasizes the defensive aspect of struggle and -leans in
a “spontaneist” direction. Zerowork poses the issueistarkly
and polemically and claims there’s no mid-ground between
what it calls the “capitalist viewpoint’ ’ that the crisis arises from
internal contradictions of the economy and what it calls the
"working class viewpoint” that it is imposed on capital by the
working class. However, the two viewpoints are not necessarily
as mutually exclusive as Zerowork claims.

Mattick often points out that the classical marxian account of
the tendency of the rate of profit to fall takes place on a high
level of abstraction and doesn’t exhaust the discussion of
profitability, which also has to take into account the complexi-
ties of real, concrete capitalism. Marx's analysis, ‘after all,
abstracts from competition and assumes the existence of only
two classes in a purely capitalist environment. Also, for Marx,
the famous tendency of the rate of profit to fall is only a
tendency, a consequence and expression of the increasing
social productivity of labor, which is counteracted by other
tendencies: rationalization, shortening the time of capital
turnover (through improved transportation and communication)
opening up of new spheres of production that have a low organic
composition and thus high rate of profit, devaluation of
capital in crisis, importing cheap foodstuffs and cheap raw
materials, opening up of new areas for profitable capital
investment and increasing the rate of exploitation. A tendency
of the rate of exploitation to rise is bound up with the tendency
of the rate of profit to fall, these two opposed tendencies both
following from the increasing social productivity of labor._But a
conscious attempt of the capitalists to raise or maintain profits
by raising the rate of exploitation through lowering wages and
intensifying labor (speed-up) has a more immediate political
impact. (10) These means of raising the rate of exploitation
degrade and exhaust the laborers, leading them, in the classical
conception, to overthrow the system. “The mass of misery, op-
pression, degradation, exploitation [grows]; but with this too
grows the revolt of the working class.” (11)

The tendency of the rate of profit to fall and these
counter-tendencies form a dynamic which underlies and
determines the character of capital accumulation, explains the
crisis-ridden nature of capitalism, and is the context of the
struggle, both among capitalists and between classes, over the
division of surplus-value. For Mattick, following Hem'yk
Grossman, the ultimate significance of a falling rate of profit is
that it limits the growth of the mass of profit, and the mass
becomes‘ insufficient at some point for the profitable expansion
of private capital.

Refutations and emendations of Marx, as well as defenses,
often deal with the counter-tendencies to the fall of the rate of
profit, both their power to preserve the system and their limits.
lrnperialistic expansion proved quite effective for capital up to a
point; world war itself served to literally destroy capital, as
Mattick argues, re-creating conditions fora period of expansion
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when growing monopolization‘~ hindered devaluation in crises;
Taylorization of the labor-process is said to have allowed for
increasing output and thus raising wages without decreasing
the rate of exploitation, (12) and this in turn allowed for an
expansion of the internal market; credit expansion has been
another factor; state-intervention often involves rationalization;
transportation and communications have improved phenome-
nally, cutting down the time of capital turnover.

Mattick concerns himself in part with the counter-tendencies
to the counter-tendencies, their limits. For example, advertising
costs,‘associated with an expanded internal market for the
monopolistic consumer industries, are a drain on surplus value;
“profits” made in state production are really a drain on surplus
value. While Castoriadis rejects Marx’s theory, claiming the
rate of exploitation has not risen, and Zerowork claims the crisis
is the result of the working class’ reducing the rate of
exploitation, Mattick reasserts the classical theory, pointing to
the limits inherent in the means used to preserve the system
and anticipating a point at which the reaching of these limits
will provoke a sharpening of the struggle over the rate of
exploitation.

Alan Jones tries to resolve the debate between Yaffe and
Glyn and Sutcliffe, this way:

At the_ onset of conjuctural crisis, notably when the
process of accumulation falters, it is perfectly possible,
indeed, inevitable, for direct struggle over the rate of
exploitation to function as the cause of the onset of overt
crisis. . . There is nothing contradictory whatever in
understanding that in the final analysis the reason for the
decline in the rate of profit is the changes in the organic
composition of capital and in understanding that in a
particular capitalism, in a particular time, the dominant
element in the crisis is played by a direct struggle between
the working class and the bourgeoisie over the rate of
surplus-value.

In fact, the rise in the rate of exploitation has slowed as “a
result of May 1968 and the continued combativity of the
working class. The rise in the rate of exploitation was thus
slowed down by the resistance of the workers and therefore no
longer exercised sufficient force to counteract the negative
effect of the rise in the organic composition of capital’ '. (13)

Such an approach seems to me most fruitful because it allows
us to take into account both the economic system and the class
struggle, without imagining that either is autonomous of the
other or completely determined by the other. It allows us to
recognize the working class as an active factor within the
context of an economic system that has internal contradictions.

The working class does not merely arrive post facto to save
the world from the misery which capitalism has wrought. If the
-crisis demonstrates that capitalism has not solved its internal
contradictions and, as Yaffe argues, needs to raise the rate of
exploitation faster than previously, it also demonstrates that
the working class has not become an integrated, manipulable
component of the system, but is capable of self-activity. Its
combativity becomes an obstacle to the functioning of a system
which has its own exigencies.

Because of the different levels of abstraction on which this
discussion takes place — Mattick and Yaffe abstract and
theoretical, Cardan and Zerowork more empirical—the rela-
tionship and possibly complementary character of the two views
is obscured. In the 30’s, Anton Pannekoek criticized the
economic theories of Mattickis mentor, Henryk Grossman, for
leaving out human intervention. Mattick answered:

Even for Groasman there are no “purely economic”
problems; yet this did not prevent him, in his analysis of
the law of accumulation, to restrict himself for methodolo-
gical reasons to the definition of purely economic pre-
suppositions and of thus coming to theoretically appre-
hend an objective point of the system. The
theoretical cognition that the capitalist, system must,
because of its contradictions, necessarily run UP
against the crash does not at all entail that the real crash is
an automatic proces, independent of men. (14)

Mattick does not remain on the level of abstraction that
Grossman did in his crisis theory. He relates the pure model to
phenomena of modern capitalism. But he does tend to deal with
the economy in abstraction from class struggle. Mattick is well
aware of the limits of Grossman’s and by implication of his own
approach, and accepts them as self-imposed limits for
methodological reasons. All one can say on the basis of an
analysis of the developmental tendencies of capitalism, he says,
is that crises will occur and “offer the possibility of a
transformation of the class struggle within the society into a
struggle for another form of society.” Economic theory can only
“give consciousness of the objective conditions in which the
class struggle must evolve and determine its orientation. ” (15)

Although, as a temporary methodological procedure, this
separation of economic theory can be justified, still, any
permanent hypostatization of economic theory must be
questioned. As Geoffrey Kay, discussing Yaffe, puts it;

The conventional interpretation of the law (of the falling
rate of profit) can be attacked. . . for objectifying the
economic process and thereby separating the class
struggle from the accumulation of capital. . . The
proletariat remains in the background. . . The law as
conventionally understood. . . cannot yield any real
understanding of _the death crisis of capital as the birth
pangs of a new form of society. . . can tell us nothing
about the class that will make the revolution. . . By
objectifying economics and denying the proletariat any
active and qualitative role in the creation of the crisis,
Marxist economists have denied themselves any possibility
for systematically analyzing the class struggle in its
concrete forms, and lifting the problem of the political
organization of the working class out of the limbo of ideo-
logical rhetoric. (16)

1: 1- s 1: in 1:
The approach which analyzes recent developments in terms

of class struggle is commonly applied to Italy, since its post-war
competitiveness was based in part on low wages. “It was above
all cheap domestic labor which financed Italy’s post-war
economic recovery,” say one set of commentators.

The export industrialists were thus able to sell their pro-
ducts at stable or falling prices while maintaining profit
margins high enough to self-finance further industrial ex-
pansion. . . . Once the industrial workers demanded
higher wages. the whole house of cards began to collapse.
. . . For over a decade now it has been the class struggle,
and especially, though not exclusively, the consequent
rising cost of labor, that has determined Italian economic
cycles. (17)

The Italian steel, automotive and chemical industries were
developed after‘ the war with advanced technology, which
allowed Italy to take advantage of the post-war liberalization of
trade. Repression of the labor movement guaranteed low
wages.

In the late 50’s and early 60’s, various factors contributed to a
heightening of workers’ militancy. One was the increased par-
cellization of work and the process of de-skilling, which began
to break down old hierarchies in the workforce. Another was the
reduction of unemployment as a result of the “economic
miracle.” The new tmity and strength of the working class
manifested itself in the strike wave of 1962, which won a
substantial wage increase.

In response, the capitalists first raised prices and then, in
1963, clamped down on credit to combat inflation. The rate of
investment had already been falling. The credit squeeze further
reduced investment and‘ a three-year recession followed, during
which capitalists restructured factories for greater productivity.
Production rose while wages fell. A period of upswing followed,
but it was based on labor discipline rather than increased
investment. In general, the Italian economy has been’
stagnating since 1963. As another commentator observes,



The temporary weakness [of the Italian working class]
allowed a further spurt of growth in 1966-68, but this was
obtained essentially by speedup, with next to no invest-
ments in more modern technology . . . Since 1963-64.
Italian capitalists have been investing very little, and the
increasing technological lag has made Italian exports less
and less competitive. ’ ’ (18)
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unemployed youth,
Rome 1977. The banner reads: AGAINST
WAGE LABOR

The effects of rationalization on the conditions of work, as
well as deteriorating urban living conditions, led to the “hot .
autumn” of I969. As a response to speedup, workers struggled
to gain more control over the organization and pace of work, as
well as for higher wages. In order to do this they had to struggle
against unions as well as employers and create autonomous
organizational forms: general assemblies, factory councils and
industrial zone councils. In this period workers won both
substantial wage increases and some power to counter the
employers’ restructuring projects.

As usual, the capitalists then raised prices and tightened
credit._However, the recession of 1970-72 did not bring about
the hoped for reduction of militancy and wages continued to
rise. Italy’s problems then accelerated under the effects of
economic instability on the global level. On top of rising labor
costs and resistance to restructuring, Italian capital had to
contend with world-wide hyperinflation and deteriorating
market conditions. As the cost of imports, especially food and
oil, rose, and markets for Italian goodscontracted, Italy's trade
deficit became insupportable and the country was forced to
depend on unprecedented levels of intemational credit to avoid
formal bankruptcy. .

The current capitalist offensive involves increasing overtime,
cutting out holidays, implementing speedups, and trying to
impede the working of a sliding scale of wages. The attempt to
link a new IMF loan to the subversion of the sliding scale was
successfully resisted by workers in the spring of 1977.
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Italian capitalism's long-term strategy is to destroy the
degree of homogeneity attained by the working class struggle
in recent years by decentralizing component operations and
extending automation and to convert industry to capital goods
production, which will require labor mobility and a long period
of very high unemployment. Workers have responded with
wildcat strikes, sabotage, autonomous organization, expropria-
tions, self-reduction, etc.

VVhat’s apparent in all this is a progressively intensifying
struggle over the rate of exploitation. At least since the war, the
strength of Italian capital seems to have depended on a disci-
plined workforce. Every time the Italian working class began to
break its bonds, economic expansion was retarded and the
ruling class was forced to respond by tightening the screws.
Every working class victory on the wage front was met with
increased prices, managed recession and an attack on the labor
process. In the face of deteriorating trade conditions and
without a docile working class, the Italians had to tum to inter-
national borrowing. Domestic capital investment, lagging since
1963, was only available before that because of domestic cheap
labor.

While this empirical account gives the intensification of the
struggle over the rate of exploitation in Italy concreteness and
specificity and indicates how it has been leading to direct action
and autonomous organization, it doesn’t really justify the
conclusion that the Italian crisis is “caused” by working class
activity. We are drawn back into asking why post-war Italian
expansion necessitated low wages, into noting that it was based
on investment in new industries in a period of post-war
reconstruction and that after that no substantial investment was
forthcoming. If the working class precipitated the Italian crisis,
it was because Italian capital was so vulnerable to worker self-
activity. We are dealing with a system that can't tolerate
working class victories, a system with little room for maneuver.

Looking for "causes", we would be drawn back into the
pre-war period and asking general questions about the crisis of
capital between the wars and the means used by the capitalists
to extricate themselves from this crisis, in other words asking
the very questions Mattick tries to answer in Marx and Keynes.

It was Britain’s chronic low investment, as well as the
combativity of the British working class from 1910 on, that
served as an impetus to Keynes’ theories. And it is in Britain
that Keynesian policies have been most extensively applied and
that the limits _of the mixed economy are most evident. An
obsolete industrial plant, aconstantly expanding state budget,
relatively high social services expenditures, and a large and
growing state industrial sector, are all a result of the long-term
low profitability which has made Britain unattractive to private
investors and uncompetitive on the world market. In 1976 the
most sensational manifestation of these conditions was the
steep fall in the value of the pound. In order to resolve its
monetary problems, Britain would have to become competitive
(preferably in a situation where world trade is expanding). And
in order to do this it would have to decrease unit labor costs, i.e.
increase productivity while restraining wage rates. In the 60's
British industry tried to do so by tying wage increases to
various organizational measures that would increase produc-
tivity, and by initiating an incomes policy. But this proved
ineffective, both because of growing working class militancy,
including a growing. tendency to reject productivity deals, and
because it has become apparent that large injections of capital
are necessary to re-establish profitability.

One could say that the wave of struggles in the late 60’s and
early 70's plunged Britain over the brink into a more or less
bankrupt state in which it is dependent on the IMF (at least
until the expected oil revenues materialize). But this has to be
understood in the context of chronic economic stagnation. (19)
A 1973 article on Britain sums up the situation in this way:

British capital, handicapped by decades of low investment,
requires a substantially increased share if it is to meet
successfully the growing pressures of intemational com-
petition. The unprecedented level of wage demands and
wage settlements in the last five years . . . clearly
accentuated this problem . Moreover, workers’ readiness to
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.cooperate, through productivity Bargaining, in the more
intensified exploitation of labor has to a large degree
evaporated since the end of the 1960's. (20)

The global problem capitalist economists refer to as the
“capital shortage” weighs heavily on Britain, as well as Italy.

Nowhere is the capital crisis more acute than in Britain and
Italy. . . . Britain must invest some $45-billion in new
plant and equipment to become competitive with its
Common Market neighbors and with such trade rivals as
Japan. In fact, the British government estimates [in 1975]
that investment in manufacturing will fall . . . .(21)

So capitalist plarmers speak in terms of “correcting the
balance between consumption and production," i.e. lowering
wages and unproductive expenses in the hopes that this will
make funds available for investment.

However, politicians must weigh the possibility of intensified
class struggle, which cutting into wages and social expendi-
tures and increasing unemployment could set off, against the
insolvency that would result from continuing old policies. For
example, in Britain, after the steep drop in the value of the
pound, the Chancellor of the Exchequer said “that the

alternatives to going to the International Monetary Fund for a
further loan would be ‘economic policies so savage that they

_would lead to riots in the streets’.” (22) Nevertheless, the IMF
loan entailed further cuts in social service expenditures; full
employment has become a relic of the past and the welfare state
is being dismantled.

That the Chancellor wasn’t being just rhetorical is substan-
tiated by the fact that his scenario was quickly realized in
Egypt, where in January a boost in government controlled
prices of food and fuel - a measure taken to meet requirements
of the IMF — actually did lead to riots in the streets. The Polish
riots of 1976 were another version of this scenario; they were
set off by price rises occasioned by Poland’s loans coming due.
Afterwards, in November, Brezhnev loaned Poland $1.3 billion
“when Polish leaders convinced him that without help the
worker uprising of last August would be only a prelude to a
repeat of the working class rebellion of 1956.” (23) In general,
capital now has to perilously expand credit beyond all previous
norms where and when it feels its power to raise the rate of
exploitation is limited and will run up against too much working
class resistance.

Currently in Britain, some union leaders have been arguing
that the fact that inflation has been rising since last summer,
despite wage restraint, proves that wage increases do not
initiate the inflationary spiral. Now pressure from the rank and
file has subverted attempts at renewal of the agreement
between the TUC and the Labour government on wage re-
straint, and the possibility of a new “wage explosion”
threatens to throw the crisis-ridden British economy even
deeper into crisis. (24)

The conditions in all other countries are, of course, not
identical to those in Britain and Italy, but the dynamic-is similar
enough for us to generalize with regard to the issue under
discussion. In the late 60's capital found itself in the position of
having increased expectations without having surmounted the
economic contradictions which limit its production of wealth.
Since it could not generate profits sufficient for profitable
expansion of private capital on the basis of a renewal of the
productive plant, capital had to both expand the unproductive
spheres and simultaneously endeavor to increase productivity
through rationalization and increasing the intensity of labor.
However, working class resistance to productivity schemes
grew. Simultaneously, income demands grew. The re-assertion
of capitalism's “internal contradictions” met the re-assertion
of working class militancy. As a result, capital has had to
completely change its ideological tune; “a.ffluence” and
“rising expectations" have given way to “zero growth” and
“small is beautiful.” And a social reality is being constructed to
match the ideology.

On the empirical level what we find are individual capitalists
or corporations or nations, each intent on maintaining its com-
petitive position, primarily by raising productivity while
keeping the lid on wage rates and other expenses it may
consider flexible (such as social welfare programs). Inter-
nationally, the competition appears in the form of trade im-
balances and ensuing monetary crises that put the now inter-
nationally interdependent economy in jeopardy. All of these
matters, which the bourgeoisie understand as “economic”, can
be said to simultaneously express and mask both the class
struggle and the contradictory process of capital accumulation.
In a certain sense, a sense that doesn’t invalidate the marxian
viewpoint, it is all a matter of class struggle, since the capital
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accumulation process is based on historically specific produc-
tion relations which were established and are maintained by a
complex mix of physical and ideological manipulation and
violence. However, the particular struggles of sections of the
working class, and their relationship to the specificities of
particular units of capital —all this develops not accidentally
but, from the marxian perspective, in the context of an
inexorable, contradictory capital-accumulation process which
can be grasped theoretically on the basis of an analysis of the
“total capital,” i.e. on a level of analysis which abstracts from
competition, if only to be able ultimately to work up to it by a
series of approximations.

For the Marxist, the struggle between workers and bosses
within various units of capital has to be understood in the
context of the heightened international competition of the late
60’s and the 70’s. Heightened competition is characteristic of
crisis conditions wherein capitalists struggle over a pool of sur-
plus-value which is dwindling relative to their needs for
profitable capital investment at the particular level of capital
accumulation.

Particular nations jockey for a share of existing surplus-value
sufficient to allow for further accumulation. But the crisis of
capital is nothing but an insufficiency of the total surplus-value



relative to the amount necessary for both productive investment
and unproductive expenditures. As a result, in each nation,
Britain more than others because of its poor competitive
position, the struggle over the division of the existing surplus-
value among its three functions-constant capital (plant,
equipment and materials), variable capital (wages of productive
workers), and revenue (capitalists’ income and unproductive
expenditures) - intensifies.

If, for theoretical purposes, we treat as secondary the
struggle between capitalists and workers over how much labor
is actually supplied for how much income, we can uncover what
Mattick calls “the objective conditions in which the class
struggle must evolve and determine its orientation"; that is, in
this case, the context of economic stagnation and the fact that
state intervention, rather than solving this problem, turns it
into a problem of cancerous growth of unproductive ex-
penditures. Finally, if, following Marx, we trace the economic
stagnation back to the tendency of the rate of profit to fall and
the limits of the counter-tendencies, that is. back to the internal
contradictions of capitalism, we can understand why the
capitalist class is incapable of delivering the goods, of
satisfying the demands of a militant working class, and why, on
the contrary, it must periodically attack the living standards of
the working class and endeavor to increase the amount of
surplus-value it pumps out of each unit of labor-time.

As “objective” as this sort of analysis appears, in that it is
developed in abstraction from class struggle, nevertheless it
leaves room for the "subjective" in that it shows how the basis
of relative class harmony must break down and aims to put into
question the capital relation itself. It abstracts from class
struggle in order to show that the crisis of profitability, the
context in which the struggle develops, is inherent in the
development of the capital-relation. There are limits to
organizing production and thus, indirectly, all social life, by
means of the capital-relation, by means of wage-labor. Such a
system results in a multi-faceted degradation of work and life,.
including at times serious decline in many people's material
well-being.

However. even if this objective approach holds up theoretic-
ally. its limits must be recognized. Capitalism, as it develops
(and decays), transforms the labor-process and life in general,
and. as a result, the character and forms of revolt change also.
Strategy and organization are historically specific. The belief in
or proof of capitalism's inability to surmount its internal
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contradictions at best sets t e- stage for understanding the
specific character of the present crisis, the specific character of
present struggles and the relation between the two. If the crisis
offers "the possibility of a transformation of the class struggle
within the society into a struggle for another form of society“ ’ , it
remains to be shown how this possibility can become a reality.
What we need to do is 1) show how the intensified struggle over
the rate of exploitation can actually become, or is in the process
of becoming, a revolutionary struggle overflowing the bounds
of the capital relation, how it can turn into a struggle against
stage-Zabor, and 2) participate in this transformation.

"Critique" . . . includes from the point of view of the
object an empirical investigation, “conducted with the
precision of natural science," of all its relations and
development. and from the point of view of the subject an
account of how the impotent wishes, intuitions and
demands of individual subjects develop into an historically
effective class power leading to “revolutionary practice.”
(Praxis, Jan., July 1977). (25)
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1. Paul Mattick. "Marxisrn- and Monopoly Capital,’
Progressive Labor, July-August, 1967, reprinted as a pamphlet
by Root and Branch. Box 236, Somerville, Mass 02143; and
Mario Cogoy, "Les theories neo-marxistes, Marx et
’accumulationdu capital”, Les Temps Modernes, Sept.-Oct.,
1972. PP. 396-42?.
2. Here I’m using Mattick as a paradigm of “the Marxist” and
reserving questions about the full adequacy of his analysis of
the “internal contradictions.” Castoriadis’ thesis is developed
most extensively in Modern Capitalism and Revolution,
available from Solidarity, c/o 123 Lathom Road, London E. 6
(also from P.O. Box 1587, San Francisco, Ca. 94101) Zerowonk
is available from: c/o Mattera. 417 E. 65th St., New York, N.Y
10021. All reference is to issue #1: a second issue has just
appeared. See Peter Rachleff’s review of Zerowork in Fifth
Estate, Nov., 1976. A very similar perspective can be found in
Les ouvriers contre l’Etat, refus du travail (Martin Andler,
B.P. 42.06, 75261, Paris Cedex 6). Also see Robert Cooperstein,
The Crisis of the Gross National Spectacle (P.O. Box 950,

Berkeley, Ca.)l. Glyn and Sutcliffe’sl book is discussed by Yaffe
in "The Crisis of Profitability: a Critique of the Glyn-Sutcliffe
Thesis,” New Left Review, #80, 1973.

3. Only later to break with Marxism.

4. Nevertheless, Korsch was quite critical of crisis theorists like
Mattick’s mentor, Henryk Grossman.

5. The rate of exploitation is the ratio of surplus-value to
variable capital.

6. Zerowork, #1, pp. 2-6

7. lbid., p. 63.
I

8. In response, it could be argued that Yaffe presents the rise in
unproductive expenditures as an “objective” economic
development, following Mattick, but that in fact the rise in
unpoductive exentues has occurred at least in part because
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o past, present or potent = wor .¢ gc ass strugg e. e rise in
ocial services and the increase in state production have

. ured because the working class won through struggle the
principle of full employment and basic social welfare. As Yaffe
himself says, the main purpose of social services is to-maintain
social stability. “Unproductive expenditures,” ‘then, in large
part, are the way that class struggle is obscured as a causative
actor and becomes an “objective” economic category.

9. Cf. for example, Brecher and Costello, Common Sense for
Hard Times, 1976. 4

10. Here the distinction and relationship between two meanings
of “productivity” is important. For Marx, increasing
productivity means increasing the product of a given amount of
labor; for bourgeois economists it means increasing the product
of a given amount of labor-time (“output per man-hour’ ’). The
importance of this is that the bourgeois concept does not
distinguish between increases in output per man-hour due to
improved technology and those due to speedup. In the 60’s and
,70’s,,"general1y speaking, the lag in productivity in the marxian
sense has led capitalists to try to increase output per man-hour
(by intensifying labor, i.e. by getting more labor out of each unit
'f labor-time. Often the two are interconnected, as when the
introduction of assembly-line methods not only increases the
roductivepower of labor but forces workers to quicken their
ace of work. However, where and when technological

- evelopment lags, as in British and Italian industry in the 60’s
= d 70's, the emphasis is placed on intensification of labor. See
a'SCl1SSl01‘l below.

12 Taylor himself claimed that scientific management would
1.. ake “high wages and low labor costs. . .not only compatible,
- ut. . .in the majority of cases mutually conditional.” Quoted in
affe, op.cit., from F.W. Taylor, Shop Management, 1903,
p.21-2.

11. Capital, Vol. I, p. 763.

13. Alan Jones, “Britain on the Edge of the Abyss,” Inprecor,
040/41, Dec., 1975, pp. 36-8. I don't mean to reduce social

struggles to the struggle over the rate of exploitation. Although
May 1968 did break a wage freeze, this is hardly its outstanding
haracteristic; indeed, the effect of May 1968 on wages was the

result of the recuperation of struggles which went far beyond
he wage issue.

14. Paul Mattick, “Zur Marxschen Akkumulation—und
Zudsmmenbruchstheorie”, in Ratekokorrespondenz, 4, 1934,
quoted in De Masi and Marramao, “Councils and State in
Weiinar Germany”,Telos No. 28, 1976. By Marramao, also see
“Theory of the Crisis and the Problem of Constitution”, Telos,
ho. (.126, 1976, which discusses matters relevant to the issue at

an . .
15. Paul Mattick, “Preface” to Henryk Grossman, .Marx,

’economie politique classique et le probleme de la dynamique,
Editions Champ Libre, 1975, pp. 24»5. v‘
16. Geoffrey Kay, “The Falling Rate of Profit, Unemployment
and Crisis", Critique no. 6, 1976, p. 75. In this article Kay sets
out to discredit the theory of the falling rate of profit. I
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Marx’s economic theories, e.g., the theory of the falling rate 0
profit, nor am I an opponent of those theories. I am concemed
here not primarily with determining whether one or another
theory of crisis is true or false but with comparing different
approaches to the -present historical conjuncture. I have no
pretensions to be offering definitive conclusions.
Besides Kay’s, another interesting critique of the theory of the
falling rate of profit is Geoff Hodgson’s: “The Theory of the
Falling Rate of Profit”, New Left Review #84. March-April,
1974. A group which defends the theory and economic
perspectives close to Mattick’s, is: Communist Workers
Organization (address correspondence to: C.W.O., c/o 21
Durham St., Pelaw, Gateshead, Tyne and Wear; NE10 OXS,
England). _ I
In Geoffrey Kay’s discussion of Yaffee, he suggests that the
intellectual attractiveness of the classical marxian argument is
reason to be skeptical of it. The same could be said of the
political attractiveness of the view that the working class
imposes the crisis. It makes the working class appear as
powerful as we would like it to be. One political argument in
favor of Mattick is that his view can be used in opposition to
ruling class arguments that all will benefit in the long run if
workers tighten their belts and work harder and give the
capitalists a chance to restructure. For Mattick, such measures
don't lead back to “Go”; capital is irretrievably in the “Jail” of
low profitability. Even if workers’ sacrifice kept things going for
another cycle of accumulation, capitalism’s problems would
inevitably reappear and worsen.
17. J .B. Proctor and R. Proctor, “Capitalist Development,
Class Struggle and Crisis in Italy, 1945-1975”, Monthly
Review, Vol. 27, no. 8, Jan., 1976, pp. 24-31.
18. Theleme Anarres, “Notes on Italy”, Solidarity, vol. 8, no.
4, pp. 14-16.
19. Even this formulation is debatable. An article in New Left
Review argues: ‘ ‘Neither the general rate of inflation (until
1971), nor the rate of increase in strikes was exceptional in the
international terms, but the slow growth in productivity, real
incomes and investment was. It- was this weakness, the
comparative weakness of British capital, not the relativ =
strength of British working class, that constituted the real crisis
point. . . . It is necessary to stress this (in. opposition to) Glyn
and Sutcliffe’ ’. Class Struggle and the Heath Govemment”,
NLR, Vol. 1973, p.27.
20. Richard Hyman, “Industrial Conflict and the Political
Economy: Trends of the Sixties and Prospects for the
Seventies”, The Social Register, 1973, p. 112.
21.Business Week, Sept. 22,1975, p. 96.
22. The London Times, Sept. 30, 1976.
23. Jon Steinberg, “Why a few dissidents are frightening
leaders in the West as well as the East”, Seven Days, vol. 1,
no. 3, p. 10.
24. For an account of recent developments in Britain, see my
article, “The Crisis of Wage Labor in Britain”, in Now and
After #2 (P.O. Box 1587, San Francisco, Ca.)
25. Karl Korsch, Three Essays on Marxism, Pluto Press, pp
65-6


